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man, the frenzied crowd attack-
ed with shouts or "Kill him,
kill him."
Police described Ilagan as a
"tight-lipped suspec t" who]
would tell them nothing -in-
cluding whether he had any con-
nection with the Muslims or
another extremist group. Anj
FBI fingerprint cheek identifiedl
Hagan as a man who had been
arrested in Passaic, N. J., in
November, 1963. for possession
of stolen property. Ile then used
the name of Talmadge Bayer
and gave his address As 347
Marshall St., Paterson, N. J.
Hagan, or Bayer. was charg-
ed with firing a blast • at Mal-
colm from a double-barreled
shotgun winch had been sawed
ioff at both ends.
iffe
-
TIIE DEATH SCENE - Following the third
holdup of this liquor store near the corner
of Hernando on Linden, Andrew Ball, Jr.,
as shot to death by an officer hidden in-
side the store with a double-barreled shot-
gun. The young man kept a second promise
to rob the store. His body remains unburied
in the R. S. Lewis and Sons Funeral home.
His relatives live in Greenville, Miss,
MLR Photo)
Tw° °Hier men in tile "Mi. 3,500 Persons Show Up
bon auditprium, on the fringe ul
NEW YORK - (U - Po-
lice blamed Malcolm X's mor-
*enemies in the Black Mus-
lim movement tor the assassi-
nation of the venomous Negro
Nationalist and said at least
three persons may have part:-Igro leader was hit many Vines
cipated in the Harlem meetingIln the chest and lower extremi-
hall shooting ties and once in the face.
Detectives booked on homi- , Malcolm's body was officially
cide charges a 22-year-old man 'identified at the New York mor-
whom they said wps one of the gue by his pregnant widow,
triggermen who filled an audi- who arranged for Muslim funer-
torium with volleys of gunfire
as Malcolm X rose to address
500 members Of his own Black
Supremacist followers. Malcolm,
a defector from the Muslims,
died in the hail of rifle and pis-
tol fire before the horrified eyes
of the onlookers and his hyster-
ically screaming wife and one
or more of his four daughters.
SLAIN BY ASSASSIN - Malcolm ,X. former aide of Elijah
Muhammad, k.asier,of. thejlInck Muslim sect, was assas-
sinated last Sunday in N. Y. by persons suspected to be
members of the hate group. liere Malcolm X seen speaking
to an audience at Tuskegee. Ala., a few weeks ago. Before
adding the "X" to his name, he was Malcolm Little, the
name still used by his family. 
Harris. Parker Nvas shot in the
-afoot-.Araci Hans in the chest and
By STANLEY scum - City medical examiner Dr.iabdomen.
Milton Halpern said that Mal-
colm died of multiple wounds of
the heart and aorta by bullets
of different calibers and shot-
gun pellets, indicating that at
east three assassins mowed
him down. Ilalpern said Cie ,le-
The murder suspect, original-
ly identified as Thomas Hagan,
was in turn wounded by one of
Malcolm's aides and was sever-
ely beaten by the crowd before
police rescued him and another
- -
Truancy Cases Keep
3udge On The Bench
Skipping school can be ex.
pensive. Both for the child and
the parent.
Spend one day in Juvenile
Court on the days when Judge
Kenneth Turner is trying the
truancy cases and you will hear
a 'number of reasons given,
sortie of them sad and tvach,
ing, and others ridiculous, and
some funny.
A father stands before the
judge. He has failed to keep
his boy, a sixth grader ' in
school. "The fine will be five
dollars," the judge says, "and
the next time it's going to be
higher."
The next case is a woman in
court for allowing her son to
liktain out of school for 33 days.
Wprobation officer explains
that the summons is a mis-
take and the son is in Pikes-
ville.
"Well, your boy is in school,
isn't he?" the judge asks. "The
charge is dismissed."
MOTHER OF 18
A small woman, who claims
to be the mother of 18, stands
and says she has kept her boy
out of school for 42 days, be-
cause they have neither food or
clothing and her boy has no
shoes.
The judge looks over the top
of the desk, and down at the
boy's feet and says, "He's
wearing shoes now. Why can't
he go to school with those?"
-Ile just borrowed those to
come up here," she explains
When asked why she doesn
go to some agency giving hel,
to the poor, she explains that
her husband finds just enough
work, and works enough days
to disqualify the family for
plablic assistance.
"I've been turned down "so
many times," she says, "I have
Stopped trying to get help."
"L_wouldn't doubt it," Judge
Turner says; "I just think that
in this land of plenty one has
to go through so much red tape
to get help."
GIVES BOY SHOES
The charge against the moth
er is dismissed, and the judge
ells an aide to give 'the boy
a pair of shoes before he leaves
the court.
Standing next is a woman
who has been fined five dol-
lars previously for her son's
truancy.
The 13-year-old boy says, "I
go to school, but the teacher
Won't let me come in the
room. "
'Well, I am going to put you
on probation," Judge Turner
says, "and if the teacher re-
fuses to let you come into the
room, call Juvenile Court. For
your next time up here will
mean a trip to Pikesville, now
do you understand?"
See TRUANCY, Page 2
Singer Nat Cole died on Mon-
day morning, Feb. 15, as writ-
ers were predicting that the
velvet-voiced crooner wauld re-
Jessel, president of the
turn to show business. A lung had so much more to give.
had been removed in an effort RESPECTED OTHERS 
Friars club of Hollywood, con-
to save his life, but the cancer "He was a 'pro,' not in the 
eluded his words for the late
had spread throughout his way we usually think, but he s
inger by saying, Nat Cole
Hospital prison ward. body. 
planted a forest of trees in hon•was a true professional, confi
The sawed-off shotgun, a .45J or of King David. Israel willAt the funeral, final tribute dent of his own ability, yet one
automatic and a .38 pistol had - remember him. 4weet dreams,
been fired in the ballroom Good night. Peace and God
where Malcolm died, police bless you."
said. He was killed by the shot- General Rates NDC
cis, 33, Malcolm X' -secretary,
with felonious assault and wea-
pons law violations for shoot-
ing Hagan as he attempted to
flee the hall after Malcolm was
killed. Hagan was hit in the leg
and was taken to the Bellevue
In concluding, Benny said,
last Thursday morning whileiwere Comedian Jack Benny •
some 500 persons inside paid 'and the comic George Jessel.
their last respects to Nat King "In the acceptance of 'Thy
Police discoed Reuben Fran- Cole will be done.' many times we
are prompted to question the
justice of every success story
told," Jack Benny said. "Nat
(King) Cole gave so much and
Harlem, were shot in the melee.
Police, who launched a secrecy-
shrouded investigation, refused
11,9 elaborate on what their role
ha the assassination might base At Rites For Nat Cole
been.
; The wound men in addition
Ito Hagan, were identified as
William Parker and William
Wife Gives Body To
UT Medical School
The mother of a 26-year-old
man, shot to death in a liquor
store holdup on Monday, Feb.
15, claimed his body last week
after the wife signed it over
to the University of Tennes-
see Medical School for study as
a cadaver, but at press time "He was a brilliant boy," she
the mother had not been able said, "and studied quite a bit,
to get enough money to carry Later on he married a girl from
him home to Greenville, Miss., Henderson Business college
where sne wants to give him and moved away to an apart.
a decent funeral and burial. ment, and I didn't see him un-
Andrew Ball, Jr., 26, who was til he came here just before
staying at 385 Linden at the Christmas and said he had put
time he was killed, was shot his furniture in storage and
by Patrolman Freddie Louis that his wife had gone back
Alexander, 27, of the Memphis to live with her folks while
Police department, after rob- eking up nursing."
bing Carl Beaver, owner of Mrs. Gordon said she noticed
Willie's Drive-In Liquor store a change in Ball when he came
f $94 back He had begun to drink
writ" songs."
"I told him that I was going
to have to introduce him to
Prof. Nat D. Williams and see




I Mr. Beaver said the young and 'was not like the boy who
gunman had just ordered "more came here 12 or 13 years ago."
money or your life," when the About three weeks ago, she
officer crouched atop the re- said, he became insulting while
frigerator poked the barrels of under the infipence of drink
j his shotgun out from behind and she made him move.
After he was killed last
week, Mrs. Gordon said police
came and wanted to search the
room he had lived in, but she
informed them that he had
moved to 385 Linden.
His wife came here last week
to see if she could locate the
storage company that had the
furniture, but she found out that
it h d b Id inst d f
Some, 3,000 persons assem-l was paid to him in prose and who had great respect for the
bled outside of St. James Epis- song, and delivering stirring talents of others.".
copal church in Los Angedasleulogies before the mourners
ew rops w glisten  on e
rambling rose, ballerinas will
dance again, Mona Lisa will
smile, for this is a man who
knew how to live, to make
others glad they were alive I
am so proud of our friendship."
Among the stars from the
al services next Saturday at a Run blast and had been hit by entertainment 
world in the au
funeral home located la the other bullets, a preliminary aa- dience for the last rites 
were
heart of last summer's riot topsy indicated. 9 Doris Day, comedians Danny
area.
New York leader of the 'Slack
Malcolm, 31, wno once was Here As Kaye and Morey Amsterdam.
Honorary pallbearers includ-
Muslims, left the Chicago-based ed George. Burns, Eddie "Ro-
group and formed a rival Afro- Major General Howard Sny- eels irere "tap flight." chester" Anderson, Frank Sins-
African Supremacist organize. der, commanding general of, Dieseling his remarks to the tra, Ricardo Montalban, Danny
tion. Malcolm said last week he the Twelfth U.S. Army Corps, cadeta. he said that many uf Thomas, Sammy Davis, Jr.,
was a marked man and his as-
sassination came only eight
days after his home in Queens
wig fire-bombed, lie blamed the
Muslims for the bombing and,
an aide said, he planned to iden-
tify the bombers in the speech
See MALCOLM X Page 2
...010111111.16,-
THE GENERAL AND THE QUEENS - Flanked by six
lovely young ladies are Miss Gladys Douglass, who %as
crowned "Miss NOCC" at the organization's fifth annual
ball, banquet and talent show, and Major Howard Snyder,
commanding officer of the Twelfth U.S. Army Corps of
Atlanta, who was guest speaker at the banquet. From left
stationed in Atlanta, was the
guest speaker at the banquet
for National Defense Cadet
Corps held last Saturday night
in the Carver High school
cafeteria.
GerYN•al Synder said that he
had reviewed units at Douglass
and Hamilton and that tne ca.
them will assume responsibili-
ties in the item e as lieutenants
and company commanders,
and ure asset will be "to think
on yeur feet aod relay orders
calmls "
He idvise'd the youth to "aim
See GENERAL, Page 2
Peter Lawford, Vic Damone,
Frankie Lane, Arthur Leonard,
Johnny Mercer, Jerry Lewis,
Billy May and Oscar Brown.
An autopsy report listed his
death as due to "extensive
metastic carcinoma of the
lung." He died after the dread
disease spread to his lung.
are Misses Sehereraile Jones, Melrose; Gloria Stewart,
Rooker T. Washington: Ptoahla V. Ward, Douglaes; Miss
Douglass, General Snyder, Carmella Guy, Manassea; Cas-
sandra Ward, Lester; and Cheryl Tucker, Hamilton. ( Me-
Christon Photo)
JUGS, INC., CHARITY BALL
some decorations and told him
to drop his gun.
"Instead of dropping his pis-
tol," Mr. Beaver said, "he
raised it up. The officer fired
one shot, and it was all over."
Patrolman Alexander hit the
victim once in the upper right
chest ,at less than 10 feet
range, almost blasting away
that section of the body. Ball
was pronounced dead on arriv-
al at John Gaston hospital at
7:22 p.m. He was shot at ap-
proximately 6:37 p.m., two min-
utes after he entered the store.
"I've only owned this place
since the first of the year," Mr.
Beaver told the Tri-State DE-
FENDER, "and I have been
robbed three times in less than
two months, and by the same
man." The previous owner was
not what I want; I want "your
mmToannweowy•a"s 
lying
would have, and he ordered a
when I came to the register
Or-
leans last August, Mr. Beaver
continued, "I knew it was him
door. I asked him what he
came off the City of New 
es soon as he came in the
first two robberies were com-
mitted 
each holdup, the robber
last one started at 6:35.
of $317; on Feb. 9, for more
than $300, and last Monday.
informed him that he would be
back. The merchant said the
never robbed.
on Jan. 26, when he was robbed
at 6:25 p.m., and the
Minois Cenral railroad, who
large bottle of Scotch. It was
that he announced that, 'That's
He said the holdups occurred
A retired engineer of the
RETIRED ENGINEER '
minutes later, the young
on the floor with
blood spattered all over the
counter and floor, and passers-
by were crowding outside to
get a glimpse of him as patrol
cars zoomed in from all direc-
tions.
Mrs. Martha Gordon, who
lives at 407 Linden, said she
was the youth's first landlady
when he came to Memphis
some 12 or 13 years ago as a
'country boy who wanted to
a een so ea o
stored.
CAR IN SHOP
His widow found dtit that the
car was in the shop, but that
a $200 repair bill was owed on
It.
Subsequent investigation re-
vealed that the victim had been
fired from his job in a grocery
store, and that the circumstan-
ces under which he was dis-
charged made it impossible for
him to draw unemployment
compensation.
Insp. E. C. Swann, chief
of Homicide Division of the
Memphis Police department,
said a receipt was found which
indicated that Ball bought the
pistol used in the holdup at
Greenville, Miss., on Feb. 10.
After the victim's wife visit-
ed in Memphis, she told some-
one that she had no money with
which to bury him, and signed
the body over to the state,
which was to turn it over to
UT Medical School for study.
His mother, Mrs. Viola Young
of 214 N. Eureka, Greenville,
Miss., is trying to get enough
money for the funeral, but if
she does not, the body will
have to be placed at the dis-
posal of the state.
APPOINTMENT WITH DEATH
No one has been able to de-
termine what the victim did
with the $700 plus dollars he
was said to have gotten in the
hold-ups, as all that his room
yielded was one cheap, worn
suit and a battered suit case.
Unanswered too was the
question of why he warned his
victims that he was going to
return for more money, and
then came back.
"He made an appointment
with death," Insp. Swann said,
"and he kept it."
SELMA, Ala.- (UPI) - Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. said he
would lead Negroes on a twi-
light march to exert further
pressure in his voter registra-
tion campaign in Alabama's
black belt.
King said the demonstration
would take place before dark
because his attorneys 'advised
him to fight in the courts, ra-
ther than the streets, Gov.
George Wallace's ban on night
" 
marches,
'wThithelnNegro leader added that
the next few (aye"
demonstrations would be held
at the Capitol in Montgomery to
show Wallace "we aren't going
to take It anymore." He also DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING





Lawyers Tell King To
Fight In Ala. Courts
said there would be "massive"
See LAWYERS, Page 2
'Top Flight
Page 2 JEFENDER
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 19/
Malcolm X Truancy 1 Lawyers
Cootlimed From Page i Continued From Page i Continued From Page 1
he never delivered. "Yes sir," the youngster says, voter registration demonstra-
After the shootings, police ,flooking down at his feet, and





sons at the Black Muslim head- who has already been given
quarters here and also notified that last chance and Judge Tur-
Chicago police of a report that , ner says, "I have to keep my
six of Malcolm's followers had word. You are sentenced to the
Vocational Training school atleft for Chicago by varousl
Pikes ville for an indefiniteroutes to attempt a reprisal a- 
period
gainst Elijah Muhammad, Na- NO PENCILS
tional leader of the Muslims. A deputy catches the boy in
A fire last night swept the the back of the belt, and he
dons In the black belt counties
of Dallas (Perry), Perry (Mar-
ion), Wilcox, Lowndes, aid
Marengo on Monday.
About 800 Negroes waited at
a rally while King conferred for
two hours with his lawyers re-
garding strategy for hie cam-
paign. "Our lawyers advised us
to carry this (night marches) to
Chicago apartment of Cassius !is escorted to the cell to swot. court," King told the crowd af,
Clay, heavyweight boxing cham.:the Thursday flight to the insti.lter his conference.
Mon and one of the most vocal,tution. I As King was leaving the rally,
members of the Black Muslim. Then a tearful youth claims a plainclothes state investigator,
sect. Neither Clay nor his re. he has been out of school be- Bob Godwin, ran up to his car
cent bride was in the apartment cause he has his pencil and and told him to "wait a mm -
which was damaged heavily, paper taken, and the teacher ute." A group of newsmen and
about 30 state troopers pressed
around the ear.
Around I00 Negro youths,
standing in the background, al'believe they were linked, he'when the Judge tells someone so edged forward as tension
said, to have his secretary give the mounted.
Chicago police also placed boy a 
"box of pencils," and the
tears are wiped away. Godwin asked King why an-"intensive patrols" in the vicin-
"Now you don't have any ex-
cuse not to go to school," Judge
Turner adds.
A mother then informs the
Judge that the boy she has meetings are open.
come to court about is now
living permanently with his fa-
ther in Chicago. The case is
dropped. She did not inform the
School system.
The case against a father is
dropped, because his son was
kept out of school at the death
of his grandmother.
TALL TREES
A boy who has been to Pikes-
ville appears with an aunt. He
says he does not like the school,
and is given "another chance."
The aunt promises to inform
Judge Turner the first time
he boy is truant.
Then a boy is accused of be-
ing "unruly by his mother." It
looks like he will be goal.,
Pikesville. But the probation lens Council meeting of about,
By. SUN B. LEE and SKIP BOSSETTE 
.sbomebtrin-g. ,hr neeslih aouln ddwhriat ivneg seen heHtehnoruygh; Searcy,w 
2,00o persons in another part of 
fast at the Muslim-owned Sha-' on the wall He 'offed' himself." tage Grove, a barber, expreder
asrigh4t5.04- S. Colima
Mixed emotions greeted the news of Black nu- I
town. Barnett said that integra-
Ir bazz Restaurant in Park Manor.tionists, whom called ''Sons tionalist leader Malcolm X's death in a barrage of gun- I Adding to All's problems, was 
Fant said that they were "al. the black nationalist leader's
On Muslims. in general, Mrs• ed remorse over the waste of
New York City rally. 
:right With me. They have their youth and potential. Ile said:
Satan," hzd "loosed ravage e:
mobs" upon Segregationists in "re at a a 54,000 fire which broke out in own beliefs, and that's it."
the deep south. Some expressed shock, others felt they knew it his South Shore apartment at G. Robinson, a businessman,:other (about the conflict that
"I don't feel one way or the
"We face absolute extinction was coming, some were too shocked for any expres- 
7036 S. Cregier. The heavy' deplored the violence and bit-led to Malcolm's death). But,
of all we hold dear unless wc' sion, and still others felt that ------ 
weight champ said ke did not.  terness that divides the Negro just feel sorry to see a young
'black nationalism should be out- 
feel the fire had anything to cause as to him seemed graph- man killed."
lawed in the United States, 
was struck as many as 17 timesjdo with the murder in New ically clear in the violent death C. L. Moore, a switchboardby bullets and shotgun blasts. ' York. of Malcolm X. He said:..a anyway. operator, was also remorsefulKing told newsmen that He was pronounced dead in a Ali also stated that he did, •"It is a sin and a shame, at the death. He stated:high government official" had The articulate former Black
called him and asked that to. Muslim spokesman and one- ..-t were ca tured
New York hospital. Three su- not feel his own life was in anyjf we are sensible, we should "I'm not following what Mal-
particular danger 55 a result realize that we are all fight. colm X has been preaching, but
of the assassination. Chicago ing for the same thing - eveMI'm sorry to see him die."
police were concerned about though we. all have our own An end to all racially-oriented
beliefs."
Ile predicted further trouble James L. Tukes, an assistant
groups was called for by Rev.
at the forthcoming Muslim pastor at Lewis Missionary
gathering in the Chicago Coli. Church. glrfoeopstathteadt
seum F'riday, through Sunday. 'preaches ra-
, up support or a counter-coup,Muslim, he said he will attend. Ku Klux Klan, the John Birchamong military commanders think go," t Roof bointhsoenr.Society, and the Black Muslimsversation that " if this stuff' in the countryside. stated,""so willa - should be put out of opera.keeps up, King might get kill
ed." No threat was involved • • . The chubby little goateed gen, 
people.
:ion by legislation because theyBaker said, adding that he had
advised the FBI of an alleged s 
•Viet Army Chief .eral held out for 12 desperate Will Wilson, 102 %V. Lake St., only create racial problems• • •
Police declined to speculate on
whether there was a connection
between the fire and the shoot-
ing of Malcolm X. Clay did not
Ity of Elijah Muhammad 's resi-
dence and posted special de-
tails of detectives at airports
and railroad stations to watch
incoming planes and trains.
In New York, assistant chief
of pollee Sanford Garelick said
of the shooting of Malcolm:
"This is the result, it would
seem, of a long-standing feud
between the followers of Elijah
Muhammad, head of the Black
Muslims and the people who
broke away from him, headed
by Malcolm X."
Malcolm X, born Malcolm Lit-
tle, the son of an Omaha, Neb.,
Baptist minister, had known
violence since his youth. He
was forceful, eloquent and veno-
mous in his anti-white tirades.
As a boy, he twice watched his
home burned by the Klu Klux
Klan. His father, also a Black
Nationalist. w a s beaten to
death. ,officer rises, tells the Judge
Malcolm's separation from that he sees good 
qualities in
the Black Muslims was sealed the boy, and he 
recommends
in 1963 when they criticized him
for making a disparaging re-
mark about the late President
Kennedy following his assassi- The judge takes 
the officer's
nation. advice, and the mother, a
As a result of the remark,i 
widow, is ordered to take part
Raymond Sharrieff, captain of 
of her monthly Social Security
the Fruit of Islam, the Judo- 
check allotted for the boy to
trained elite corps that guards Trees
eeecsourt for his support at Tall
Elijah Muhammad and other
Muslim leaders, sent 
the tat waTyhree boys who sneaked a -
lowing telegram to Malcolm XI 
from high school and had
on December 7, 1964it " 
an adult buy them a bottle of
Malcolm: We hereby f cial v
Mr', wine, stand up. All confess, and
Df one boy says, "I am sorry. I
warn you that the Naticnal of knew it was wrong to drink
Islam shall 
no "leer tolerate on the school ground."
Your scandalizing the name of STRICT PROBATION
our leader and teacher, the wrong for you to drink
honorable Elijah Muhammad, either on or off the campus,"
regardless of where such scan- the judge tells the 16-year-old.
daltdag is done." All three are placed on strict
In 1963, when a jetliner crash- probation. -
ed at Paris' Orly airport killing A boy almost six feet tall
130 persons, including 121 prom- stands up. He plays hooky be-
inent Atlanta citizens, Malcolm cause he is ashamed to be in
requires them. His mother is
dead and he lives with his
grandmother.
The matter is cleared up
told a meeting in Los Angeles:
"I would like to announce a
very beautiful thing that hap-
pened.
"I got a wire from God today
which 1 -well, somebody came
and told me that he had really
ranee and dropped an air- 
Generalnswered our prayers over in
plane out of the sky with over Continued From Page 1 ,rather than integrate it.
"We call in our God - he gets for the top" in 
military sere-
Lucius Pitts, president of Miles Syria Expels 2nd120 white people in it. BIRMINGHAM, A I a. - Dr.
rid of 120 of them at one whop." ice, and 
said that it is no
The goateed es-convict con- longer 
necessary for a young- (Negro) College, called on Ne-
sistently urged his followers to ster to 
attend the West Point roes and whites to join to end Embassy Staffer
seek separation from and su- 
Military Academy to go to the racial discrimination so the
,airplane landed in the moun-
premacy over whites. top 
in the military services, southland could progress In all
DAMASCUS, Syria - (upo; 
tam resort of Hetet. He had worked out for him.although a college education is directions.
Malcolm served 77 months in
a Boston prison for breaking
and entering. While behind bars,
he became a follower of the
Black Muslim tenets. .le emerg-
ed in 1953 with the Black Mus-
lim name Malcolm X and in-
tensified hatred for whites.
FIRE AT MUSLIM MOSQUE
Flames engulf Ilarlem building in which a Black Muslim sible connection between the fireMosque is located, An explosion touched off the three- assassination, (UPI Telephoto)alarm fire early on Tuesday. Authorities reported the pos-
-- --
shaky about Ali. a playwright and producer, felt
d
Mrs. Chris Fant, a Park that Malcolm's death was one
Manor housewife, felt that Mal- of the hazards of being a lead'
• colm X might be alive had he er. He said:
paid moie heed to the knowl- "Leaders cannot wrong the
and the Malcolm X's
other investigator had bee*kask-
ed to leave the rally. King re-
plied he was unaware of the in-
cident and added "all of our
Godwin then asked King,
"why is it every time you come
down here the state and our
men are openly criticized."
King replied, "that is another
matter. We intend to keep on
criticizing the state and the
troopers for such things as oc-
curred in Marion Thursday
night." One Negro was critical-
), wouneled and lo omers Injur-
ed when troopers broke up a
Negro march at Marion last
Thursday night.
Godwin stepped aside and
King drove off.
While the rally took place,
former Mississippi Gov. Ross
e to Barnett was addressing a citi-
Tall Trees, a school run to
salvage young boys who need
that rehabilitation environment.




edge that his ice was in clan- people, but leaders that believeI. • ger. She said, in the people's favor sometime
not march because of a "re- time probable. heir to the Of those who were apparent-ported threat" on his life, 'throne of Elijah Muhammad ly too shaken to comment was
Public safety commissioner'.was .shot down at a weekly muhammad All (Cassius Clay).
Wilson Baker said he had,ineeting of his Organization for h
Afro-American Unity.checked out the "threat" and'
An autopsy showed that hethat it was a "mistake" cau'sed'
by a "misunderstanding." He
said the report had been made • 
!
failed in frantic efforts to line However, although he is not a cial supremacy - such as theby a Negro woman who said a
white man told her in • con-
Muslim leader Elijah Muham-
attemptedto,mad. They threw a cordon
get Clay's comment as he, and around his mansion at 4847 S.
his wife, appeared for break- Woodlawn. They were also
"I don't know; but it seems are killed because they are do-
that - after his home was ing what is right. He did what
inh Succeeds Khanh
hours. He was officially in-
formed last night that he had a class with children smaller threat as a matter of procedure SAIGON - (UPI) - Lt. Gen the armed forces after three 
 STARTS SAT. FEB. 27
than he. before checking it out. .Nguyen Khanh capitulated to a 
been sacked in a decree signed
'days of coups, counter-coups by Phan Khac Suu, South Viet ONE BIG WEEK!The Judge tells him that he Elsewhere in the country 'group of rebellious generals IIshould be proud, instead of em- ATLANTA - The New Gate.: and agreed to resign as South and 
the threat of a fun-scale Nam's chief of state.
barrassed by his size, and study way
, 
Cafeteria, formerly operat. Viet Nam's military strongman. war among feuding factions of After the call from Halal.
to get ahead of the others. ed by segregationist Lester Lt. Gen. Tran van Minh,
a the Vietnamese army. Khanh apparently returned to
i IMaddox as the Pickrick, served Roman Catholic, was named to Although the troubled mill- his headquarters near Cap. St.!
a Negro customer without inci- succeed Khanh in the powerfulitary situation eased, there were Jacques, a seaside resort 40
'dent. Maddox leased the place Post of commander-in-chief of Ifears that the Roman Catholic miles southeast of Saigon.
•-•`structure of the new high corn-, A delegation was sent to Cart,
mand would touch off a new St. Jacques in an attempt to
round of militant protests from persuade Khanh to return to
anti-Catholic Buddhist leaclers. Saigon and formally submit his
Khanh telephoned his surren- resignation. Khanh seas report-
der to the generals after his ed to have refused until some
face-saving formula had been
When the shooting staeted,
Malcolm's wife, Betty, 35, who
is expecting her fifth child, fled
from the auditorium shrieking
"they're killing my husband."
Last night, at a brief meeting
with the press, the widow said
her husband "knew he would be
killed."
Malcolm, his wife and daugh-
ters Attillah, I; Qubulah, 4;
Tlyaaah, 2; and Familah, five
months, were in the family's
modest home last Sunday when
four molotov cocktails - gaso-
line-filled liquor bottles - were
burled through a window aed
set the place ablaze.
The home was owned by Mal.
colm's enemies - the Muslims
- and they obtained a court or-
der evicting him. Malcolm
blamed the Muslims ler the
bombing but the Muslim's New
York leader, Jimmy X, denied
that. He also denied his gen1P
had any part in the assassina-
tion.
World t hamps
AUBURN, Calif. - UPI)-
Three Sierra college students
claimed the world's billiard en-
durance record when they hung
up their cues after 172 consecu-
tive hours of play.
They said their feat, which
bettered the old record by two
hours, was recognized by the
American B ill i a r d Associa-
tion.
The droopy-eyed threesome
emulated of Wayne Reed and
Marty Lords, both 19, and Bill
Howell. 18, all of Auburn. Four
originally started the sleepless
coolest last Ilfueeday, but one
called it quits after 56 hours.
one of the requisites for offi- MOBILE. Ala. - Rewards to-!-- The U.S. Embassy announ-
cers attending Officers Candi- taling $1.500 have been posted:ced that the Syrian govern-
date schools. for information leading to per- ment has ordered the expulsion 
of a second member of theBETTER EDUCATED sons who fired buckshot into a
The general pointed out that Negro ice cream parlor, wound.: embassy staff here as an al-
some 75 per cent of today's en- jag two Negro youths. leged spy.
The spokesman identified thelisted men are high school
graduates. with three-fourths of 
JACKSON, Miss.-Mrs. :tarY employee as Miss Martha
the officers holding college de- 
Cain, president of the Mississip- Scherrer, a secretary in the
grees at the present time. 
p. Women for Constitutional embassy's administrative sec-
At a ball following the ban- Government, said she had don.
quiet, Miss Gladys Douglass, & watched with "shock and distie- Miss Scherrer is in her 30's
Carver High school co-ed, and lief the captulation of the state's and has been in Damascus for
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil. leadership" to the Civil Rights about two years. She was said
ham Douglass of 2036 Earring- Act of 1964. to have relatives in California.
ton, was crowned "Miss HATTIESBURG, Miss.-Civil Walter S. Snowdon, the em-
NDCC" with Miss Carmella rights leaders 
planned to teat basay's second secretary, left ----- --
Damascus last week after spyGuy first alternate and Miss the public accommodations see- 
Ptoshia Ward second alternate. lion of the 1964 Civil Rights Law 
charges were made against
Miss Guy represented Man- at establishments here. They 
him by the newspaper of Sy.
assas High school, played the said they wouto. visit nine res. rills'nso,B.adaotlin Paallr:gYe.dly tried topiano and danced, while Miss taurants and motels. pbtain military information
hussy's Claire de Lune.
Ward did a ballet dance to De-
JACKSON, Miss. -State ed- from a Syrian army officer.
The winner, Miss Douglass, ucation Supt. Jack Tubb nod-The United States denied the
did an original dance, recited fledlocal school districts they charges.
and sang to win the prize for have a choice between sigting The embassy spokesman said
her school- a controversial pledge involvingbeenthat 1.418isshouSrcshetorrerleahvaes 
Syria.FOR BEAUTY federal funds or submitting
a
At the end of the talent con plan of desegregation. He said she has no diplomatic
test, the contestants appeared status.
on stage in white evening
gowns. Miss Harry Mae Simons
was the mistress of ceremonies
for the contest.
Contestants received points
for beauty, talent and poise ancil
personality. NICOSIA, Cyprus - (UPI)
Major George Robinson is
commander of NDCC cadet
units in Memphis.
So,What'sNew?
The newest sun glasses are
big, bold and black.
Called bombe glasses by their
manufacturer, they are big
enough to keep out dust, grime
and blinding sunlight in addi-
• • •
Real beer is in a new hair.
set and conditioner, but the al-
cohol has been taken out.
The preparation provides the
benefits of a beer rinse without
the drying effect of alcohol or Cypnix had entered such a lung
a beery odor, term agreement.
Cyprus, Russ Sign
Trade Agreement
The Soviet Union and Cyprus
signed a trade agreement pro-
viding for exchange of $98 mil-
lion worth of goods between the
two countries in the next three
years.
The agreement was signs•cl by
Commerce Minister Andreas k. RETURNS TO HOSPITAL
raouzos and Soviet Deputy For. Singer Pearl Bailey, hospitaliz-
eign Trade Minister Ivan Sem-,ed earlier this month for tart
ichastnov who conveyed Rus• strain, was readmitted to Mt.
sia's feelings of friendship for Sinai Hospital for treatment of
the Cypriot people. !nervous shock caused by the at.
Ariouzos hailed the agree-tempted burglary of her home,
ment as a "landmark :n our The 46-year-old performer was
common efforts to promote re- released to her home several
lations between the two coun- days ago for additional rest
tries" and added it was the first:from the strain of overwork. A
time since independence that spokesman said Miss Bailey
was extremely upset by the bur-
glary incident.
hue, DA I SYj
TWOon a
GuiltaTine
-or 7 nights in a A
house of terror -or
the unkindest cut of all.
— CONNIE STEVENS-DEAN JONES and CESAR ROMERO.— st—
di us moms mu Non mu wow on sone•
▪ 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
•
• Sat. or Sun. 11.25
CAR WASH $1 E




GREGORY PECK • TONY CURTIS
• Sat Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M a .
•
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TIM; ORCIIESTRA: "SWING INC."
THE NEW MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
March 1st, 8:00 P.M.
Boa Offices Now Open!
Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office
Goldsmith's Oak Court
Mid-South Coliseum

















































































































To Visit This Week.
*R.LeMoyne College will be host
this week to Y4, Chi Hsueh, the
Republic of Cffina's ambassa-
to the United Nations. The
lic is invited to hear him
ture Friday night, Feb. 26,
8 o'clock at Second Congre-
seitional Church, Walker and
*Dowell.
*The imbassador ,who wasleo
laOrn in Shanghai, China, Feb
IS. 1917, will arrive in Memphis
at the Metropolitan Airport
this Thursday afternoon at
„Following a session with the
mess at the airport, he will mu
toe to the LeMoyne campus
where he will be the houseguest
of President and Mrs. HoHis F.
Later Thursday evening he
will attend a dinner given by
Mrs. Norman Isenberg.
TO VISIT CLASSES
Ile will be on campus Friday
4c/siting some classes and talk-
with" student groups. He al-
so: is expected to visit South-
western at Memphis.
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, pro-
fessor of history at LeMoyne,
will coordinate the ambassa-
dors stay here.
A reception in the Alumni
Room of the Hollis F. Price
Library on the LeMoyne cam-
pus will follow the Friday night
lecture. The visitor will return
to New York City Saturday
morning.
His visit here is being ar-
ranged by the American Mis-
sionary Association in New
York City which founded te
Moyne in 1870.
WROTE BOOK
The ambassador is author of!
"International Regional Sys-
tems" and is the recipient of1
the Republic of China'S Order1
‘
14 Brilliant Star (with Grand
,,rdon).
He received the LL.B. deg-
ree from National Cheng Chi
university, Nanking, in 1939,
and the M.A. degree in 1945
from Univeisity of Melbourne,
Australia.





194648: Second Se oretary,
Chinese Legation to the
Philippines.
1948-49: Chief, United Na-
tions Affairs Section, Tree=













TO UN IN '55
1935-83: Minister Plenipo-
tentiary, Deputy Perma-
nent Representative of Chi-
AMBASSADOR YU
na to the United Nations.
1959- : Alternate Repre-
sentative of China to the
Security Council of the
United Nations (concurrent-
ly).
1962- : Ambassador, Dep-
uty Permanent Represent-








Young people of St. Peter
Baptist church at 1410 Pillow
St. will observe Youth Day on
Sunday, Feb. 28.
The you•g folk will conduct
all of the services for the day,
starting with the Sunday school
at 9:15. It will be presided over
by Aubrey Howard, a member
of the Youth department.
Youth will teach all classes.
Speakers for the day will
be Rev. James Gentry, 11
A. M. Rev. Lemuel-McCoy, 3
P.M., and Hardin Jones, Jr.,
7:30 P.M.
Visiting churches will be
Norris Avenue, Pilgrim Rest of
Pillow Street, St. James, Great-
er New Salem and Montiment-
al.
Rev. C. J. Gaston is pastor
of the church.
LEMOYNE COEDS TO ST. LOUIS—These five LeMoyne
College coeds are delegates to the fourth annual Midwest
Model United Nations to be held March 3-8 in St. Louis. They
u ill represent Ceylon. Left to right: Miss. Irma Jean Ezell,
Final Rites Held For
Mother Of Columnist
Fun2ral services for the late at Olivet Baptist church, with
Mrs. Gertrude Armstrong were the pastor, Rev. E. W. Wil-
held last Sunday, at 1:00 p.m, liamson officiating assisted by
Rev. Blair T. Hunt. Mrs. Arm-
strong died early Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 16, at E. H. Crump Hos-
pital where she had been rush-
ed a short time previously af-
ter suddenly becoming stricken.
Mrs. Armstrong was the
mother of Mrs. Jewel Gentry
Hulbert, well - known society
editor of the Memphis World
newspaper, and teacher at Ma-
nassas High School, who was
at her mother's bedside when
she passed. She was the moth-
er-in-law of James A. Hulbert
of Dacca, East Pakistan of the
U. S. Information Services.
A long-time resident df this
city, Mrs. Armstrong had been
active in church work at Oli-
vet Baptist Church for more
than 40 years. A neat, gentle,
soft-spoken person, she had en-






MON. MARCH 1, 1965
CLASSES BEGIN
MON. MARCH 15, 1965
COMPETENT INSTRUCTIONS
IN ALL CRAFTS




Rev. Wm, Fields, Jr.
Mr. Lionel Arnold
Mrs. Dorothy S. Harris
274 VANCE AVE.





Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Appian.
Cosh Yo ef Mo.
Get— Payments
$ 500.00 $ 12.90
$1 ,000.00 $ 23.70
51,500.00 $ 34.50















WE HAVE A OUNCE
PLAN FOR ANYONE
LOW DOWN PAYMENT










chief delegate; Miss Mary Maxine Gray, Miss Yarnell Lo-
gan, Miss Geraldine Gray (Miss LeMoyne) and Miss Lille
Ann Abron. Their faculty advisor is Dr. Clifton H. Johnson,
professor of history at LeMoyne.
-------- — I,-
dc of friends with whom she
came in contact through her
clubs and church. She was a
member of the Onawa Neigh-
borhood club; Club No. 2, Oh.
vet Church; True Heart Glean-
ers Club; and was an active
member of the Y.W. Wives
Club at the YWCA. regularly
participating in their varied
programs.
MANY FLOWERS
She was devoted to her only,
daughter, Jewel whom she of-'
ten accompanied to many of
the Bluff City's social and civic
events. She took a great inter-
est in those around her and
graciously responded to all
who sought her counsel. Both
pastors characterized Mrs.,
Armstrong as heilig an exem-'
_
,plification of womanhood with
;her kindliness, simplicity and
;beauty of personality.
I A capacity congregation was
!in attendance at the services
which were enhanced by scores
of floral tributes to the life
of this gentle lady. Following
the reading of scripture and
prayer by Rev. J. A. McDan-
iel, the choir sang the selec-
tion, "Precious Lord".
Resolutions were read in be-
half of the Church and the
Neighborhood. Mrs. Cora A
Smith made acknowledgments.
A solo, "Ave Maria", was sung
in Latin by Mrs. Mertis Ewell.
After the service the congrega-
tion filed out silently, preced-
ing the family.
This Is Your
Chune• of a C441kOD CAR BUY
1950 BUICK R.H., 4 DR., H.
Good Condition, Like New Tires
Blue, No. One Inspection
458-1852
a senior of 483 Wicks; Miss
Geraldine Gray, senior of 1171
Englewood; Miss Mary Maxine
Gray, a ujnior of 1397 Ralston;
Miss Lilia Ann Abron, a junior
of 348 Fay, and Miss Yarnell
Logan, a senior of 2288 Am-
herst.
Miss Ezell is the chief dele-
gate. Advisor of the group is
Dr. Clifton II. Johnson, profes-
sor of history at LeMoyne.
Miss Geradine Gray is 'Miss
LeMoyne of 1965' and Miss
Mary Maxine Gray was runner-
up for the title.
Miss Abron was a visiting
student last year at Morgan
State College and Miss Logan,
spent the past summer with a I
ONE OF TIIE LARGEST
The MidWdst Model United
Nations is designed to stimulate
liderest in the- United Nations
and to give each participant an
unusual insight into the posi-
tions of all countries on the is-
sues of AY. ..•
Through participation in the
sessions at St. Louts, thd dele-
gation members will gain a
more realistic insight into the
actua) workings of the Uniteil
Nations.
The Midwest Model United
Nations is the largest intercol-
legiate activity of its kind ever
to be held in the Midwest and
one of the largest Model United
Nations ever planned. Schotes
from all the Midwestern states
will be presented with their
delegations. Each delegation
consists of five delegates and
one faculty advisor.
LeMoyne's delegation repre-
sented Ecuador last year.
Co-Eds To Represent
Ceylon At Model UN
Five LeMoyne College, coeds student grunt) in Africa.
have been chosen delegates to
represent Ceylon at the fourth
annual Midwest Model United
Nations to be held March 3-8 at
the Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel in
St. Louis, Mo. •
The LeMoyne delegation in-
cludes Miss Irma Jean EzeU, 
the d
the Lawyers' Referral which is
Legal Aid Can atlstohe Criminal Courts Building
Be Obtained By
The Needy Poor can do," Mr. Roberts said.
"It is amazing that most peo-
ple do not know that whonever
they have a legal problem,
cannot afford a lawyer, and do
not have money, they can go
to the Legal Aid Division in
the Criminal Courts Building."
"An attorney will be detailed
to them for the sum of five dol-
lars, and he can be consulted
and advise them of what they
That statement was made re. t
cently by Ahe L. Roberts, an
attorney who has his offic's on
the eleventh floor of the Porter
building at 10 N. Main at.
' For thoso that do not want Don't soak iron skillets in the
to -go on a charity basis," he sink over long periods. They
said, "and want to discover can discolor the enamel and
where they are, they can go to
"It certainly seems shockie
that the majority of the people
cannot realize that these serv-
ices are available to them, to
help them, and that the legal
profession wants to do all that
it can to be of benefit Ind as-
sistance to the general public
on a moderate basis, so that
hey can then determine what








And wild cherry and orange
end grape and lemon and
imint. too.. each added to the
world's hnest vodka. lust
pour over ice, add a mixer
if you wish, and enioy.
DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
RIFIROW.M00141.D.POROM 10141,
MAIRPMGLIWUMW,CIAMOWJY
She's 28. She owns a car. And a house. Reads 5
books a year. Goes to church. Sees 2 movies a
month. She's active in community affairs. And she
works hard for a hard-working company,
Who is She?
Well, this description fit's the
average for the 1300 Memphis
women who provide you the best
in telephone communications.
Southern Bell
...Serving You in Memphis
•
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Church Editor Rev. Higgins
0•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Is your prayer life haphazard?
Do you present your petitions before the Almighty God in
hit-or-miss fashion ,then marvel when there are no definite re-
sults?
Do you consequently conclude that prayer is simply a spiri-
tual exercise and nothing more?
Have you concluded that it is absurd to expect any answers
to prayer?
Unfortunately ,this is a conclusion that many unconsciously
come to, and prayer becomes merely a habit rather than a priv-
ilege and a power.
Prayer is of major importance in the Christian's life. This
may be inferred from the frequency with which Christ went
apart from the multitude in His busy life to pray and from the
things He says about prayer in the gospels.
A COMMAND
"If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall
ask what ye will, and it shall be done." (John 15:7). Would Jesus
have made this statement and many similar ones if He did not
mean what He said? To use His own words, "If it were not so,
I would have told you." Literally, we are commanded of Christ
to pray, and What is equally important, to expect results.
There were results when Christ prayed. The sick physically
and spiritually were healed, the dead were raised. When lie
told his disciples and us, "He that believeth on me, the works
that I do shall he do also and greater works than these" (John
14:12), He meant exactly what He said.
God is even more anxious that we are to see our friends and
our enemies converted, to see the sad comforted, and the s 'Her-
ing relieved. He wants to use our prayers as instruments in
bringing these things to pass.
CREATE CONDITIONS
Let us not frustrate the purposes of God by our careless-
ness, but rather strive to create certain conditions in our pray-
er life by which God is helped instead of hindered. ,
What are these conditions? (next week)
Men's Day Observed At Salem-Gilfield
Rev. J. L. Netters, pastor of
Mt. Vernon Baptist church,
was the guest speaker when
annual Men's Day was observ-
ed at the Salem-Gilfield Bap-
tist church. The theme of the
Carnes School Honors
Founders Of Its PTA
The Carnes School Parents
and Teachers association cel-
ebrated Founder's Day during
a regular meeting held at the
school at 943 Lane ave. on
Tuesday night of last week.
The speaker for the occasion
was Mrs. Agnes Jaymes, a per-
sonnel director of a downtown
department store.
Mrs. Lexola Townsend is pub-
licity chairman of the Carnes
PTA, Mrs. I. M. Gaston presi-
dent, and E. C. Jones principal
At Bloomfield Church
4.•••••••••••••••••••4,..•••••••••••••••••••••• Meet The Pastor
Baptists In Session 1 Church Announcements Minister Requests Post
The Mid-Winter Session of
the Tennessee Baptist Mission-
ary and Educational Conven-
tion is being held this week,
Feb. 24-25, at Bloomfield Bap-
tist church, 123 S. Parkway
west, and the theme is "We
Are Able." Rev. L. S. Biles is
host pastor.
Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor of
Metropolitan Baptist church
and president of the Conven-
tion, is presiding over the gen-
eral sessions. Mrs. J. C. Woods
of Knoxville, in charge of the
Women's Auxiliary and the
WMU sessions.
Rev. Kelly Miller Smith of
Nashville, dean, is in charge of
the morning classes. Sermons
and devotions are being con-
ducted by Revs. I. Rowser,
pastor of Tree of Life Baptist,
A. R. Williams, Greater White
Stone- H H Ilarper St Matt-. .
hews,' and James
Prince of Peace, Me
REPORTS ON COL
Also Revs. Moses Herring,
Friendship, Nashville; C. C.
Mills, Friendship, Greenville;
R. J. Page, Macedonia, Jack-
son; J. C. Wray, Mt. Vernon,
Colombia, and I. J. Stafford,;
Friendship, Madisonville.
Presidents in charge of De-
partmental Sessions are Rev.
J. H. Porter, Covington, mod-
erators: Mrs. Catherine Rich-
ards, Chattanooga, choirs; Mrs.
Eloise Stephens, Chattanooga,
youth; R. A. Washington,
Memphis, ushers, and Countee
Bonds, Jackson, laymen.
Reports from the Business
Committee and the Develop-
ment Council are being given.
Rev. H. H. Battle, Chattanooga,
vice president at large and
chairman of the Bus'ness Corn- DR.
mittee, met with members of the United States Department
his group en Monday to con- of Labor, will be guest speak-
observance was: "Christian 1965-
EXPANSION PLAN
Atty. B. L. Hooks, chairman
of the Owen College "timid of
Trustees and choir man of the
Development Council, met with
the committee on Tuesday to
consider the college Expansion
Plan.
Dr. C. L. Dinkins, president
of Owen college, is to make a
report to the Convention, and
Rev. C. H. Fitzgerald, Nash-
ville', director of Promotion,
will also give a report.
Rev. L. Brooks, Chattanooga,
chairman of t h e Board of





CME church, 2490 Park ave., on Sunday, Feb. 28, from four
to 6:30 p.m. Rabbi James A. Wax of Temple Israel will be the
featured speaker and guest. Mrs. Carlotta Watson is general Rev. R. C. George, Jr., pas-
tor of Pillow Street Christianchairman of the affair.
THE BAPTIST MINISTERS UNION meets each Tuesday Methodist Episcopal church,
was born in the magnolia stateat 11:30 a.m. at St. John Baptist church, 640 Vance ave.
of Mississippi, the son of aA MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA will be presented at Mt.
CME minister, Rev. R. C:Olive CME Cathedral on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 28, at 4 p.m.
George, Sr., who is a longtimeIt is being sponsored by the Youth Chorale, and is being di-
public school rincipal view.
rected by W. Gleen. Rev. George was educated
THE CORRESPONDENCE COMMITTEE of Friendship in the public schools of Louis.
Baptist church at 1355 Vollintine ave. will present the "11 Can. vile and graduated from Hol-
torium" Singers in a musical pro-concert at the church on Springs High school, Holly
Sunday, March 7, at 3:30 p.m., and the public is invited. Thom- Springs, Miss., in 1960. ...
as K. Franklin is chairman of the committee, and Rev. Under the constant guidince
ham A. Suggs pastor of the church, of his father, it was decided
early that the gospel ministry
Official 'AME Church 
would constitute his life's
Labor Dept.
Faith in a Democracy."
W. E. Fields was general,
chairman of the observance andl
A. C. Williams chairman of
publicity.
Rev. A. L McCargo is pas-
tor of Salem-Gilfield.
Boycott Spreads
j NEW YORK — (NP!) —
lSchool boycott leaders achieved
the halfway mark here last
week in their goal to picket 31.
alleged segregated junior high
schools and 15 "600" schools,
for disturbed students. T h el
boycott encompassed its fourthk.
borough, the Bronx. A total ofl
5,500 students involved in thel
boycott have remained swayl
es work.
, Entering the ministry, he
Honor Founder ppiasatnodredTecnhnuerscsheeesbeMforMeishseiswsiaps-
transferred to the California
Tr.uehart, To Speak At St. John During Banquet Conference and assigned to theVestal CME church at Long
mphis.
LEGE 
New Tyler AME church hon. BeacAhs,KCEaDlif.
TO RETURN
Household Hint
Yellowed lace can be bleach-
ed without damage by being
soaked in sour milk for hours.
Dr.. Henry Lewis Taylor,
widely known educator, recent-
ly appointed directior of the
office of Manpower, Automa-
tion, and Training Project for
H. TAYLOR
er for the Men's Day program,
Sunday, February 28 at 3:15 p
m. at St. John Baptist Church.
640 Vance Avenue, Rev. A.
McEwen Williams, pastor.
Dr. Taylor is from Bruns-
wick, Tennessee and graduat-
ed from Barret's Chapel High
School and later attended A&I
State University where he re




We have The Plan You Need
Call For Inquiry Today
DO YOU KED PREMIUM FINANCED?
LET US HELP YOU
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
THAT'S HARD TO PLACE
HAS YOUR INSURANCE BEEN
CANCELLED?
Have You Lost Your License




NOME OWNERS PLAN 1
See Us
Before You Buy Your Plan
Personal Property Clothing,
Furniture, Jewelry, Etc.
If You Aren't Satisfied With Your
Present Plan—See Us Today
30 YEARS Of INSURANCE
SAM PLOUGH
INSURANCE COUNSELOR
11211•113162 NIP MONROE ST.
SAVE 'under pricehornet deliver*dmilk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons ot
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL 12C- rS AVAILABLE
Place You Order Now
For Individuals And Groups





248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tenn eeeee
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And









152 MADISON 161 SO MAIN
525-7611 521-8581
ceived his B.S. and M.A. de-
grees. 
ored the late Bishop Allen,
Later he received his Ph.D. founder of the African Metho-
degree from Cornell University. dist Episcopal church at a ban-
He is now on leave from Ten- cluet held at the church last
nessee Ma State university week and the inspirational
where he is head of the De-
partment of Agricultural Edu-
cation.
According to Dr. R. Q. yen-
son, general chairman, special
music will be furnished by the
men's chorus of the church and
the Southern Male Chorus.
Following the afternoon pro-
gram a reception for the speak-
er will be held in Fellowship
hall at the church.
Longing for the f i el d in
which he believed were his po-
tential for greater benefits to
mankind, he requested and was
given permission to return to
speaker was Rev. H. L. Starks, Tennessee, where he was as-
pastor of St. James AME signed to the pastorate of Pit-
church. low Street CME church, 1590
At a Founder's Day program
on the following day, Rev. El-
mer M. Martin, pastor of St.
Andrew AME church, w a s
guest speaker.
Herman Morris was chair- for himself and others.
man of the observance. Rev. He attended Lane college in
Loyce Patrick is pastor of New Jackson, Owen college in Mem-
Tyler. phis, and is presently a stu-
dent at Mississippi Indust*
•
college in Holly Springs, Mims.,
from which he expects to be
graduated this spring.
Married, he and his Wife, Eu-
niee, are the parents of one







Poplin, Sixes 5 to 52




Rev. George, a firm believer
in the rights and equality of
all mankind alike, has been ,
active in obtaining those rights 
Lowest Prices Available
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG #R
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 H St., N.E. 63 Whitehall St., S.W.





Redeem the Valuable Ovenware
Coupon in your Big Star Mailer every
-week for savings on this beautiful
Ovenware. 5th week Coupons goo.d
thru March 2nd
FINER FOODS FOR FEWER DOLLARS PLUS
VALUABLE QUALITY STAMPS!
Redeem This Week's Coupon






CAKE DISH WITH COUPON
REDEEM YOUR COUPONS
The Quality Stamps coupons in your
Big Star Mailer are worth 3100 Fxtra
QUALITY STAMPS . . so redeem each
and every coupon for over 2 full books
of Quality Stamps . . . Favorite Gift
Stamp of this entire Section of the Nation!








































































































ANNUAL PATRAOTIC TEA will be held at Mt. Pisgah In Th Southern Field
























By A. S. "DX" YOUNG
America's heart flies at half-mast today.
And it will remain so for a long, long time.
The King— Nat Cole -- is dead.
Il
white he personally didn't feel . •
that it was his role to fight t
battle in certain ways, he be-
lieved that all forms of protest
were valuable. He felt that
there was some dissension
of disagreement over the right-
ness of certain methods of pro
among Negro leaders because
finest night clubs. He was seen mansion in Los Angeles' ex-test.
on television (Ile once had his elusive Ilancock Park district,': By sharing the proceeds from
own network show and he was when I last visited him back- his benefit show equally, by In.
heard on radio every day of stage after a show, when I rani sisting that each civil rights or-
every year, beginning with the info him at a ball park. ganization send a top-level exec-
early '40s, when he recorded, Nat started ohs professional,utive, Nat hoped to prove that
"Sweet Lorr a in e" and car,sr playing far pennies. For each was equally important and
"Straighten Up And Fly his 20 years of stardom, heg to negate any dissension that
Right." probably averaged a ha.i- mil-ihad cropped up among them.
re sang his songs in Engli•th lion dollars annually: --It has If I've heard it said once,'.d he sang them in foreign been said that he earned more I've heard it said a thousand
languages. He sang some up- than Si million last year. But times: "Nat Cole has class."
tempoed things. He sang a fewbis head never.swelled. 1 I recall a conversation I had
novelty tunes. Ile made an al- Not that it would have mat- with one of the leading theatri-
bum of spirituals. But, mostly, tercel to me—I would like to cal agents. Many "names"
he sang songs of love, and his say. I cla not begrudge the titans- popped up during the conger-
listeners learned of lave•s:thtir egos, as long as they're sation. I menhoned the name
meanings from him. He had a truly titanic. Rarest of the rare, of one entertainer whom I
way about him on stage whidi then, Nat King Cole 
was truly h.gnought had tremendous talent
was unmistakeably his, an um ti.tanic, hut he never permitted ibut who never seemed able to
,himself the lustiry of the big
are sad and somber, shocked
and sorry; for it may very well
be true that this was the
world's most-loved entertaitov
who took his last bow in Santa
End Of
physical civil rights fighter, I
have never heard anyone speak
disturbihgly ill of him. And this
was, believe me, unusual.
So many people in the world
resent success, no matter how
highly it is deserved. Show busi-
net s often is catty, gossippy,
and petty. If it is anything, it
js fiercely competitive. But not
once have I heard another en-_
tertainer speak badly of Nat
King Cole. Most of them held
him in the highest esteem;
' some of them spoke reverently
of him; all of, them respected
him.
Monica, California's St. John's .
Hospital early Monday morn. was, aforesaid, a human beine,.'
gipg. But he carried himself with
IL' But Nat King Cole was more compelling dignity.
than an entertainer. He was In the Hollywood atmosphere,
more than the pussy-willow- where much of Nat's career
voiced singer some called him, was spent, divorce often be-
more than the acknowledged, comes the supreme test of a
authentic genius of popular man's character. Countless
songs. He was more than the times, the finely-honed images
On Monday, after Nat died,
_ Sammy Davis, Jr., recalled
that Nat was one of the first
entertainers he learned to mim-
ic. In a tearful voice, Sammy
said Nat never took umbrage at
his mimicry, his impersona-
tions, but laughed good-natured-
In the far corners of the earth, in England and ly along with the audience. "I'll
in•ver mimic hint again,"Japan, in Australia and Brazil, in Mexico and the Bri-
v said. "Not because if's •
tish West Indies, human spirits something that I want to play myquention of taste but because
or sing.' that's how close he was to me.'
Never in all the years of his An Uncle Tom- Ridiculous.
stardom wee Nat King Cole
No Uncle Tom would've or-tarnished publicly with scandal.
ganized an integrated troupe theThis is not to say that he was. . way Nat did during eachThf the
last three or four years and
carried it into areas where such
displays of racial harmotiy
weren't solicited. But no nation-
al scandals broke out because
Negroes and whites rianced to-
gether in Nat Cole's "Sights
and Sounds" production — not
even when the show played
.,lohn Birch Society hotteds like
peerless pianist other musici- of stars have been smashed iciAnaheim, California.
ens listened to in awe. bits by the rbeks of divorceJ It just wasn't Nat's way to
Nat King Cole was a great, with charges and counter-char- shout. But he was keenly 'titer-
warm, sweet, beautiful human ges and shockingly-intimate 0,,ted in the civil rights fight.
being. revelations reverberating hith- lie contributed to thas fight in
Surely it can be said, without Cr. thither and yon. ,many ways. It w as 111110 more
encroachment onto hyperbole, Many years ago, Nat faced than a year ago, for exaniple,
that Nat was one of the world's this hurdle. But he cleared it that Nat gas e a benefit per-
most-loved people, period. He, so cleanly the ever-hungry g s-I formance of "Sights and ,
was a giant, an institution, a' sips were left starving for juicy' Sounds, '64" at the Shrine Audi.j s
Ile was class. And, to this very day, Nat's ex-i! who never before had been
tid-bits. There weren't any, torium in Los Angeles. People 1legend. And still more.
He was a person and a per- wife. Nadine, has written no kitovio to be gympathetic to the
sonality whose greatness tran- "confidential" stories, revealed Negro cause, as well as many
scended the lavish adjectives no nasty "inside stuff," has in-,vi.h., were counted as liberals,
Hollywood's master Publicists dulged herself in no great dis- 
gave as mush as $500 per per-
dream up and banter about. Play of hatred, jealousy, or
don't meet a person or a liciousness. 
Its ch to the affair. He decided
' 1,1 split the pr weed i equallyVrAirsonality like Nat more than Nat was married to Nadine 1" the leadin t civil rights
once in a lifetime. when I first met him. Ile hadn't!
. The first person who called yet scaled the glorious heights 
targanizations, and he insisted
him "King" probably thought of stardom. He and Nadine 
lived:that each organization send a
in a small apartment on the :top-level executive to Californiait was Pist a fun thing, a laugh 
. • ._ .
"It
to participate in the program
bit. But if he lives today, hel East Side 
of Los Angeles.
knows that the title was most,
t The money hadn't begun
apropos. roll in by the 
tens of thousands
For upwards of 20 years, Nat,,
IThe only "furniture", they had
was a top star. During those 
in their living room was a pi.'
ano and a piano stsol. But Nat,
years, he earned multi-million , wag, (A es then, a giant of a
dollars. He met kings and man.
queens and U.S. Presidents.,
He recorded more than 600 
Ile was never any the less.
songs and it seemed that he 
gracious, warm, and
friendly then; he was gracious,
was never minus a hit. He
made movies. He played 
thewarm and friendly the last time
I visited him in his Tudor-styled
contrived ease that made his escape his rut. I Wanted -tohead nor the high hat nor the . know why.
audiences feel comfortable at cold shoulder.
home. He was a natural wit With his charm, his class, his! "If you'll notice," the booking I
who, quite effortlessly, drew dignity, his integrity, his talent lagent said, "this guy let's an au-
He was considerate of the 
Nat won the admiration, the thence pull him down. If he'schuckles from his listeners. •
him I affection, of many millions. He , got a high-class audience, he
people who came to hear looks like a world-beater. Buteven softened the hearts of cer-'
sing and play. Although he was him a low-class audiencetam bigots. Excepting the care-'eive
jazz-oriented, he never threw less irresponsible criticisms of !and he'll get right down in the
a temper tantrum about it. "I a few unfortunately intolerant gutter with them.
try to give the people what zealotswho labeled him an' You take a star like Nat Cole,
they want," he explained onee,1"Uncle Tom" bee a u s e he ' though: He always maintains
"and thgr. they will accept wasn't a more vociferous or his high-level performance. Ile
Back-stagg during a rehearsal 
Firemen continue efforts into the daylight hours as this Harlem corner took fire that destroyed a Black Muslim mosque in what appeared to be the Hest
one night, Nat explained that 
on the appearance of a war.torn area following an explosion and three-alarm act of retaliation for the assassination of Malcolm X. (UPI Telephoto)
on t let any anthence II • • • - "
him down . . ."
pu ,durt a large! concentration of thy bad elements of rig rets of his1
•
MAMMOTH'S 'BACK10-SCHOOL DAYS'
— Sessions of Ma mmoth Life Insurance
company's Agency Management School
were held in Louisville recently, and branch
managers at the session in top photo, from
left, are Tinsley, Evansville; Greene, Gary:
Williams, Detroit; Thurston, Indianapolis;
Hines, Louisville, and Irvin Akron. Back
row, same order arr Lofton, Cincinnati;
Haynes, Chicago; Burton, Kansas City; Bet-
hesda, Cleveland; Alli e, Detroit; Bowles,
Lextngton; Rosario, Chicago; Chatman, St.
Louis; and Pride, Dayton. The facutly in-
cluded J. P. King, assistant agency direc-
tor; E. E. Fort, agency director; C. II. Nor-
ris, CLU, superintendent of Training, and
‘W. W. Butler, associate agency director. In
,
bottom pilot°, first row, from lelft, are Mar-
zette, Memphis: Jackson, Muncie; Cala-
way, Toledo; Lynem, Lexington, and Clark
special agency director. Back row, from
left, are Wright, Chicago Steele, Detroit;
White, Hopkinsville: Spraggtns, Wilson, De-
troit; Coleman, Milwaukee. Standing, same
order, are Btuler, Columbus; Mrs. H.
Butler, vice president-secretary; II. F.
Jones, membe rof Board of Directors; J. P.
King, assistant agency director, and con-
ducting class, C. II, Norris, CI.U, superin-
tendent of training. In order to get the most
out of the six-heur per day, five day ses-
sions, all managers were housed at the Sher.
wyn Hotel, where meetings and meals were
accessible.
Sammy Davis spoke of how
'close" Nat was to him. Nat
was close to people, like Sam-
my, who knew him :and he was
close to people who had never
seen him in person. For same
reason, perhaps inexplicable,
they felt close to him, they
loved him. .
I called Los Angeles Monday.
During a conversation •with
person who, to my knowledge,
never saw Nat in person, I
mentioned the fact that he was
dead.
I There was no response to the
news. Just silence. I mistook it.
"You're right there in, Los
Angeles," I said, for there is a
little game between us about
keeping up with the news.
"Didn't you know Nat was
dead?"
"I knew it," the lady finally
responded. "But don't say it. I
don't like to hear it. It's ter-
rible."
In a negative sense, a dread-
ed negative, for sure, cancer
is a remarkable operator. It is
most devastating, most relent-
less, most deadly.
Once "The Big C" has sight-
ed its victim and sunk its roots
beyond the point of quickest
possible discovery, it is often
irrevocable.
A man may live many use-
ful years following a heart at-
tack or tuberculosis. But can-
cer cells are so busy, so fast,
so poisonous, so to speak, that
unless the disease is diagnosed .
. at its inception, the patient's'
chances of survival are most
decidedly limited.
Nat King Cole, not as fortu-
nate as Arthur Godfrey nor,
John Waine, proves the point
once again, sadly.
Cancer was discovered in his
left lung three months ago. To-
day, he is dead.
He is dead in spite of the
, fact that he was wealthy, had'
the best doctors, was treated •
;n two of the best hospitals. He
IS dead in spite of the fact that '
I,e was strong enough to en,
cobalt than most human be-
ings, in spite .of the fact that
he lived well and ate well, in
.spite of the fact that he was!
tstrong enough to get from his
tbed following his lung opera-
tion within a few days of stir-
gery.
1 He is dead in spite of the-
fact that he was alert as late'
as the weekend of February 14'
and was capable, this very
month, of watching television,:
holding a 15-minute conversa-'
lion with comedian Jack Ben-'
ny, taking a ride to his Han-
cock Park home in I,os Angeles.
The fact is that since Nat was
hospitalized early in Decem-
ber. it was said that "he is
handling his own business."
There is a well-known Chi-
cagoan who now says that "Nat
looked very bad" when she saw
him in Los An.giles last sum-
mer, .There was a nationally-
published news picture which
showed an immaciated Nat
this could be :he supreme in-
dictment of smoking.
SS most smosers
will admit, althouith some have
quit and made it stick, is a
powerful habit. And, when on'e 1
is engaged in a frenetic busi-f
mess or occupation, smoking
hopefully relieves tension. !
Many lean on cigarets like a
crutch. Ths though necurred to
Net that he Iv as smoking too'
much. He tried to quit last
y('ar. He did for a while, then
the cigaret habit reclaimed'
him.
Wiether or not smoking in -
(lured cancer in Nat Cole may;
never be known for sure.
when you consider tnat these
were among the world's best
physicians then you begin to
realize how "treacherous" a
disease cancer is).
On that Friday afternoon, Nat I
went for‘ an automobile ride.
with his v ife. According tol
John Kelly, St. John's public I
Cole standing between two num- relations director. Nat had pre-
Cs at St. John's Hospital in viously been "up and walking'1
ISanta Monica (at the tim ke e around the hospital corridor,
presented the nurses on his chatting with nurses and other,
floor a stereo se.). ,But, neither
look, nor his "respiratory ail-
ment" in Las Vegas last fall,
patients and talking hopefully!
of being released within a few
days." Nat had also discussed
was definitively labeled, can- the possibility of completing
cer." his recovery in Honolulu,
And, Mrs. Maria Cole has where his brother, Eddie, lives.,
said, "He is the kind of man But, meanwhile, Nat had;
who just won't go to a dotter complained of severe back
unless he is dying." r$ains. The physicians, report-,
Therefore. it is not kruiwn edly, were puzzled by this corn-'
just when Nat contracteat lung What is known, however, Pitt
cancer. Hindsight, a most pop- an autopsy report hears this:
ular gimmick, suggests that out is that the cause of Nat's 1
the smoking of three packages death was "extensive metatas-'
of cigarets daily possibly had tic carcinoma of the lung."
something to do with it. When The cancer that killed Nat
it is conside”ed that Nat smok-,spread from the lung through-I
ed through a kingly "holderout his body and infected all'
which was 'supposed to filter out 'the major organs and glands'
Jugs Ball
j One of the brightest stars in
I the March firmament will he
1 the J-U-G-S, Inc., eleventh An-
nual Living Ads' Charity Ball,
which gala- will be Friday
night, March 5th, in the Brii-
mese and Empire ballrooms of
'Hotel Claridge.
Ball chairman, Joey Bridges.
promises that no stone will be
left unturned to make this the
• biggest, the most fabulous, the
most delightful event among
the social constellations of the
season.
Patrons are also being re-
minded to attend the J-1.1-G-S
"Thank-you Affair" Sunday
night, February 28th, at the
new and beautiful Paradise
Club on Georgia Avenue, be-
ginning at 9 P.M.
Contact any member of the
organization for further infor-
mation: Sarah Chandler, pres-
ident; Marie Bradford, Jo-
sephine Bridges, Helen Cooke,
'Pearl Gordon, Dolores Lewis.
1Gerri Little, Hester Miller,
;Anne Nelson and Nedra Smith.
PI,ANNING BALI. — Metnbors of the Silhouettes are seen
here planning for the annual Kappa Alpha Psi Debutante
ball on May 7 at Club Paradise. Seated from lett are Mrs.
Lois Strickton, Mrs. Lillian Campbell, chairman; Mrs. Anii
 body.
, Until Friday, February 21
even Nat's physicians believed
that be was "doing nicely,"
that he wet getting better (and
, plaint. But they discovered the
reason: Cancer was destrosing
Nat's liver. When his liver
ceased to function, l's physi-
cians knew the inevitable re-
sult: "Big C" had claimed an-
other victim.
Mrs. Cole spent many nours
with Nat on Sunday, February
14. Then she went home. Some
time later, she was summoned
by emergency. By now, 01
course, she knew what to ex-
pect. She was told to rush to
the hospital. "lie's sinking
fast."
• At 5:3)) A.M., Monday, Feb-
ruary 15, Nat King Cole died
it his sleep. He was only 45
years old.
Doctors said later they knew
on Friday, when tests revealed
that the malignancy had spread
to Nat's liver, that he was a
terminal patient.
They said that, although they
had believi‘d in December that
his lung malignancy, was too
far gone to make an operation
advisable, the cobalt treatment
reduced the tumor by 70 per
cent, making feasible the Jan-
uary 25 operation for 'the re-
moval of his infected lung.
Lung cancer is the principal
cause of cancer deaths in
males. De3pite tivi celebrated
cases involving Godfrey and
Wayne and the optimistic re-
ports first issued on Cole, hopes
for ,survival in such cases are
never healthy. Nationally,
survival rate varies between I
two and six per cent, depcn
ing on the hospital.
However, Dr. Fernado G.
Bloectorn, a University of
to and receive the funds.
Vengeance For Malcolm
Maryland radiologist, has re-
ported a survival rate of 26 per
cent in lung cancer patients
trgated in Cale's manner: co-
balt bombardment followed by
surgery. 1. was Nat Cole'l
fortune to fall outside Dr.
Bloedorn's 26 per cen'...
Traditionally, treatment has
suggested surgery alone if the
tumor is operable when first
diagnosed and radiation alone
if it is not. Obviously, then,
Nat's case was somewhat un-
usual.
At first, it was believed his
case was beyond the point of
, Operation. Then it proved oper-
able. The Slarsland study not-
withstanding, Nat had no
chance.
In the Maryland study, pa-
iients who originally were con.
sidered inoperable had as good
a chance of surviving as those
who could have been operated
on before receiving the radii-
hiefilaNat was lucid all day Sun.
day, his last illy on earth.
Presumably, he knew MO
pain when he died, being
asleeped.
One of those niost shocked to
hear of his death on Monday
was the associate and friend
who, not long ago, told this
writer:
"I don't know what the next
inonth, or the next six months,
will bring. But, the way it looks
now, Nat may out-liv: you and
ma."
Willis and Mrs. Sarah Chandler. Standing, same order. are
Mrs. Grace Horner, Mrs. Margaret Wilburn, Mrs. Hattie
Yarbrough, Mts. Elena Phillips and Mrs. Ina Yarbrough.
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Voting Rights
The wholesale jailing of civil
rights demonstrators in Selma,
Alabama, highlights a major
weakness in the 1964 Civil
Rights Act. It is evident that
the Act does not provide the
necessary safeguards against
manufacturing impediments to
voting. There are many ways
of preventing eligible citizens
from exercising their right to
the ballot box or to slow down
the process without saying
plain "No" to the applicant.
One of the effective means of
accomplishing that evil design
is to do what Selma's Sheriff
Jim Clark is doing: jail under
any pretext all Negroes who try
to register in order to meet the
voting requirement.
Marching together quietly to
the place of registration is re-
garded by Selma police as pa-
rading without a permit. Jailing
is their answer to this exercise.
The other means of prevent-
ing Negroes from voting is for
the registrar to pose questions
that even experts would be at
pain to answer.
No doubt the framers of the
new Civil Rights Act had given
some thought to the handicaps
that might be erected against
potential Negro voters in the
Southern states. There is al-
ways the notion that too strong
a wording of the voting section
of the act might sharpen hos-
tility and gain converts on the
side of the opposition.
Such an argument is always
advanced by the half-hearted
and those who are in sympathy
with the Southern point of view
but who try to hide their real
attitude by pretending to be in
accord with the movement for
racial equality and freedom.
Those who are willing to tem-
norize with the reactionary
South are merely prolonging the
agonizing struggle for justice
and equity.
It is obvious now, in the light
of events in Alabama, that the
voting section of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act is not adequate to
remove the road blocks thrown
across its path. A new bill on
voting rights is being consitl-'
ered by the Department of Jus-
tice. How long it will take to
make it a law is anybody's
guess. In the meanwhile Ne-
groes may continue to be vic-
tims of Southern racists who
are dead set against civil rights
African Criticism
Africans are taking a dim
view of the United States air in-
tervention against North Viet-
nam. African statesmen former-
ly not hostile toward Washing-
ton, such as President Nyerere
of Tanzania and Prime Minister
Milton Obote of Uganda, are
bitterly criticizing American ac-
tions in Vietnam, the Congo and
other areas.
Even Nigeria, the only nation
on the black continent which did
not lend its voice to the chorus
of denunciations against the
United States and Belgian para-
troop rescue of white mission-
aries in the rebel-held Congo
territory last November, is
growing more critical.
"What is now going on in
South Vietnam," said Lagos ra-
dio recently, "indicates ... Pres-
ident Johnson is gradually
yielding to the war hawks in
Washington."
"He has ordered an increase
in America's arms in Saigon in
preparation for . . a massive
attack on the supply routes of
North Vietnam."
It is quite possible that Afri-
can critics are wholly unaware
of America's commitments and
purposes in Southeast Asia or
that U.S. presence in 'Vietnam
has been intentionally distorted
by sources hostile to democratic
ideology and intentions.
The last three air strikes bit
U. S. naval planes were in retali-
ation against Viet Cong attacks.
It must be said, however. the
U. S. government has not yet
made its position clear as to its
commitments and purposes in
Asia. Not only are the masses
of the American people in the
dark about the issues involved,
but even some members of the
U. S. Congress are not too clear
on the matter. As a result con-
fusing advicee are being offered
the Administration and some
sharp criticisms have been lev-
eled at the government by the
man on the street to whom no
adequate explanation has been
given through official channels.
The question as to why we
are in Vietnam is raised every
day even by people who are sup-
posed to be in the know. And
most of the criticism comes
from those who are either mis-
informed or uninformed.
While the President has
made it crystal clear that the
United States would not hesi-
tate to shed blood to protect and
nreaerve freedom wherever the
threat occurs, there is great
need at this juncture to spell out
in plain language the specific
commitments that are being
honored in Vietnam.
Such an explanation should
not be too long in coming. Tele-
vision bulletins and radio an-
nouncements are not enough.
They should be implemented by
official words from responsible
governmental authorities.
We cannot expect a sympa-
thetic African view of the U. S.
policy and action in Southeast
Asia, when our own citizens at






Mensa is a fraternity whose
membership is culled only from
the top 2 per cent of the world's
intelligent people. The qualify-
ing I.Q. score is 148 although
membership dues, testing fees,
and pin probably cost no more
than $15-..
Mensa comes from the Latin
word "table." And indeed it
a table about which the mem-
bership sits. I never thought
I'd live to see it: a Round Table
of geniuses. The club sponsors
such activities as a literary ma-
gazine, gourmet clubs, and Euro-
pean vacations.
In fact, the president of Mensa
a British inventor with the im-
probable name Victor V. Sere-
briakoff, recently graced Amer-
ican shores on a recruiting drive.
Before World War II, Mr. Sere-
briakoff was running a machine
in a factory. The Army dis-
covered his extraordinary abili-
ty and his brain did the rest.
One of Mensa's purposes, its
president explained, is to rescue
,the intelligent who are languish-
ing amid the mediocre, the wise
who are withering from lack of
stimulation and—well, for want
of a better verb—jazz them up.
Why waste human resources? a
phrase that gains evermore in
popularity.
Mensa is on a crusade to res-
cue all the unsung Miltons. The
only criticism I have to offer
of so noble and altruistic a pro-
gram is that Mensa better be-
ware they do not rescue the
unsung Cromwells.
One thing about this organi-
zation that recommends itself
about Mensa is its universal
democracy. It has almost 5,000
members in England and the
United States and chapters in
some 47 other countries. If you
are lucky enough to win mem-
bership and learn the secret
signs and signals of its frater-
nal order, you will hobnob with
garage mechanics and drafts-
men, unemployed gentlemen and
titled royalty.
Anyone interested in such
fraternity can write American
Mensa Selection Agency.' p. O.
Box 86, Gravesend Station,
Brooklyn 23, N. Y.
The existence of an organiza-
tion devoted to the top 2 per cent
suggests the .bottom 2 per cent
to organize:" too. One suspects,
however, that the bottom per-
centage might not get off the
ground. I think the sister organi-
zation ought to be composed of
those of us who are undistin-
guished but lucky. The mind
positively gasps at the possibili-
ty of a membership roll that
could run from Dwight D. Eisen-
hower to Desi Arnaz to pinch
hitters for the New York Mets.
TV COMMERCIALS
AND KETCHUP
I haven't joined in the game
of blasting TV commercials. But
a Heinz Ketchup ad is just too
much. The company advertises
its product to the accompani-
ment of that wonderful hymn,
"Land of Hope and Glory," from
"Pomp and Circumstance," by
Eiger.
When I hear Land of Hope
and Glory, I think only of Win-
ston Churchill and Franklin D.
Roosevelt signing the Atlantic
Charter—without ketchup.
THE BLACK WATER
In the Lakeland, Fia., City
Hall there stood for many years
the two water fountains,
"white" nd "colored." But the
teeter fountain for the "colored"
was not refrigerated. While the
"white" water came out fresh
and cold, the water reserved for
the Negroes was flat and hot.
A few months ago the Lake-
land people took off the segre-
gation signs but they left the
two faucets, one cold, one hot,
relying on habit to help main-
tain "white supremacy."
WASHINGTON
— MARCH OF EVENTS —
By HENRY CATHCART
Central Press Wa.shington Writer
New House Building
WASHINGTON — It is vir-
tually impossible these days to
obtain an accurate estimate of
the cost of construction of the
new House Office Buildi n-g,
now nearing completion.
Some figures run all the way
up to $131 million. One figure,
however, of $95 million appears
to be accurate for the physical
cost of building the structure —
exclusive of land value and
some equipment and furnish-
ings.
Criticism of the high cost of
the structure has been voiced
from various sources, but on.
of the most unlikely has been
that of John Harbeson of Phil-'
adelphia, senior architect on the
project.
He claims that at least $5 mil-
lion would have been saved if
the architects had the power to
supervise the work and there
had been a congressional com-




Benefit Concert Was Great
There are some things a fel-
low does, purely and simply be-
cause his wife wants him to do
them. Ile may not be so keen on
doing them but when you have
a wife like Rachel, you want to
please her just as much as you
possibly can.
In this particular instance
which I am going to tell you
about, I would have had no win
whatsoever, even if I had tried
to back down, because not only
Rachel wanted me to do it but
also my mother-in-law. You see
I don't have that problem they
tell about in jokes. My mother-
in-law is the kind of person who
never gets in your business but
always stays in your heart.
So—in spite of the fact that
I had been out very late the
night before and was as tired as
could be—I agreed to go to
Carnegie Hall to hear a singer
named Shirley Verette in It ben-
efit concert for the National
Committee Against Discrimina-
tion In Housing. Just between
ou and me. I was prepared to
be terribly bored and I had to
make a conscious effort to keen
myself awake while driving to
the concert.
Well, I am here to tell you
that my proposed boredom and
my sleepiness left me the min-
ute Shirley Verette came on
stage and opened her mouth to
sing with what I frankly believe
is one of the most beautiful.
most powerful voices I have
heard in many a year.
Now, don't get me wrong. I
am not, never have been and
never will pretend to be — a
music critic. But. I along with
the audience which gave this
artist such a great ovation, was
thrilled and utterly absorbed by
the sheer, exquisite beauty of
Miss Verette's singing and the
impact of her unique personal-
ity.
There was another reason—
why I was hannv I hail attended
this concert. For many years
have been an ardent admirer of
Miss Marian Anderson. Her in-
comparable voice and her tre-
mendous dignity have played
such a great role in cementing
understanding and unity among
people all over the world.
Learning recently that Miss
Anderson has been making fare-
well tours and that she is about
The Education
NVith hearings under way be-
fore Senate and House subcom-
mittees. the Administration's
$1.5 billion Federal aid to Educa-
tion proposal looms large on the
horizon as a legislative possibil-
ity. The usual hogwash argu-
ment about "Federal control"
was exhumed by some tardy op-
ponents whose vision is yet
blurred by backwoods politics.
Unlike previous debates on
the church-state complications,
nothing of consequence was
brought out on that subject.
This is interpreted by those in
the know as a good sign. Here-
tofore the religious issue has
been a great stumbling block to
a favorable consideration of the
Aid to Education bill.
U. S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion Francis Kennel pointed out
that in the last decade jobs for
high school graduates increased
by 40 percent while jobs for
those with less than a high
school education declined by 10
nereent.
Unless the schools develop
improved progriims. Keppel
said. 7 million young people en-
tering the work force in the
next decade will not be high
school graduates and .2 million
of them will not have seen the
inside of a high school.
The bill proposes to meet this
contingency through an appro.
nriation of $1 billion which
would go to schools In v—ertv-
stricken areas, both u ban and
to bow out of the musical field,
I had been struck with a great
sense of tragic loss.
I shall never forget the inspi-
ration I received from hearing
her sing the great musical
works and then doing such a
popular song as "He's Got The
I'hole World In His Hands."
Considering what a grand
person Miss Anderson is and
what she has meant to us all, I
had wondered sadly who could
fill the gap.
I don't want to say that any-
one can fill that gap nor do I
want to label Miss Verette as
anyone's successor or imitator,
but I am so happy that as the
magnificent presence of Marian
Anderson disappears into the
wings, a fantastic new talent
appears upon the scene in the
person of Miss Shirley Verette.
Miss Verette has had rave no-
tices in the press. For me, on
Saturday night, she lived up to
them. Her audience was cap-
tured completely under her
spell. The many encores she was
called upon to perform. the
"bravos" which rang out, the
rapt attention she commanded
—all added up to the realization
that this was a compelling
artist whose future is as bright
as a sunrise.
I don't know how to tell you
about the technical perfections
—or imperfections, if any — of
this great singer. I don't know
how to couch in the "in"
language of critics my evalua-
tion of her. All I can say is that
I enjoyed her intensity, mar-
velled at her talent and was
(grateful to her for a memorable
evening — an evening climaxed
with "Let Us Break Bread To-
gether."
For those New Yorkers who
missed hearing Miss Verette the
other night, I heartily recom-
mend that they attend her Feb-
ruary 24 concert at Town Hall.
She's well worth hearing. For
those who are not New Yorkers,
remember the name and T ant
sure you will be seeing her on
television and hearing a great
deal about a brilliant new star
in our musical community.
I think my mother-in-law put
it best in describing her own
and my reaction to Miss Verette.
She said: "It seemed as it, in
her songs, she had taken me
right to Heaven."
Bill
rural, for the support of pro-
grams under public and private
schools.
Ironically. Dr. Kennel pointed
out, the schools in deprived
areas usually are the poorer
schools although this is where
the beat schools are needed. The
$1 billion would support a wide
variety of programs, ranging
from smaller classes to new res-
idential schools and including,
according to local needs and ini-
tiative, such things as Saturday
opportunity classes, additional
guidance, counseling and psy-
choingical services and pre•kin-
clergarten classes.
There are appalling deficien-
cies in school library services.
Fifty-three percent of the pub-
lic schools (70 percent of the
elementary schools) don't have
libraries and where school li-
braries do exist they are often
inadequate. A $100 million Fed-
eral contribution is proposed.
Another $100 million would en-
courage development of new ed-
ucation centers which could as-
sume many forms, depending on
local needs. These might include
language laboratories, special
services for gifted or handl
canned children.
If these provisions of the bill
are carried out according to
plans. America's whole educa-
tional system will have received
the much needed shot In the



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1'1We 8 DEFENDER SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1965
A DINNER PARTY AT THE SHERATON MOTOR INN was is the grandson of the Mrs. Harrison. Sr., was chicthe lovely event that brought forth a lively group last week when late Mr. and Mrs. Morris Lar- in a brocaded frock of blue;
three charming socialites, Mesdames Catherine Johnson, Ethel ry of this city. The Rev. El- with touches of white, which•
Tarpley and Harriet Walker entertained the Phyllis Wheatley mer M. Martin officiated at was worn v.ith white satin
Cu . veryone was in a ga a mood and looking her very hes.. • •Saturday. February 6. 5:00 THE RECEPTION 'grandmother of the grown:, There are many Italians and H
not true naturists and hurt our
cause by their shocking be-
havior."
On a nudist island in the
Mediterranean, Ile du Levant,
a former soldier of the Ger-
man Wehrmacht bought bunga-
lows, and rented the cottages
to attractive young nudists at
bargain prices — and for free,
presented them with copies of
the home movies he took of
them at play.
The ex.soldier not only kept
'copies of the movies for him-
self, but also peddled them (at
handsome profits) In Germany,
and the nudists only learned of
it when a girl nudist had com-
plained to the police, which re-
sulted in her being jailed for
"outrages publiques a la pu-
dear."
A' • •





,card in the international fed-
eration or one of its branches
to get into a nudist camp. Mem-
bers include doctors, lawyers,
teachers, actors, artists and
the avertge _family man and
woman.
A new "twist" to "nudity" is
having a coutupiere named
Madame Olga, who designs ap-
propriate costumes to be worn
when one goes into town to e
shop and do other errands.
• • •
Mme. Olga is not a nudist
herself. She is allowed to wear
a swidiming suit when she visits
her customers in the camps.
For a while, she was influenc-
ed by the monokini (topless
swimsuit) with suspenders cov-
ering the bosom.
She finally renounced It as
"a forced fashion and over-
dressed."
•High School
The four course dinner was enjoyed amid brilliant conver-
sation and wit. After dinner, beautiful prizes were given to Mrs. Alonzo Weaver w as the held at Flora's Wedding Chap-IMrs. Nellie L. Counts; an uni;fact that nudhasm rii, 's forbiddenthose ladies holding the lucky number. Miss Emma Crittendon, organist. Soloists were Leslie el and Reception hall, 729!cle, Gaines Larry; Miss Aline;
ae p ti, 
where
leonicgusts Cash, and Miss Matti. Bell. Other games were enjoyed cause." and Lee Cunningham. guests came and admired the cago; Mrs. Percola Cash, Miss, — illegal.
_ii:rtlitcal ley'
won two prizes; other winners were Mrs. Lisa Lewis, Mrs, Ate!Armstrong, who sans "Be- Vance Aye. Several hundrecliBlackwell, Frank Whitlow, Chi- 
maendof thFeanNc
before the bringing to a close of a lovely party. Jr., who sang, "0, Promise beauty of the decorations 1 Frankie Cash and Mrs. Billye-L'ime 
makes.. it. 
Me." , Nudism is still being rejectedGuests for the evening were Mrs. Rosa Branch of Tougaloo Given in marriage by her o"uhile also admiring 
the obyi• I Motlow.
college, and Mrs. Maude Bright. Other members present were 
sly happy couple. The bride's•ASSISTING ,by the Spanish, but it is said
father, the bride was Imely in table. was decorated with gar.: Assisting at the reception' that there are many beachMesdames B. L. Adams, Annibell Alene, 0. B. Braithwaite, E. 'a short sleeved gown of \dine land white orchids and leather were C. W. Bowen and Mcs.1Parties being 
held in Spain. The
C. Craigen, W. W. Gibson, I. S. Greenlee, P. M. Jones, C. M. Peau de sole. It featured a leaf fern. The four-tiered wed. Ossie Carter, who announced attire at the private parties is
Roulhac, A. W. Willis, Sr., C. Pope and Miss Alison Vance. bouffant skirt adorned with ding cake, topped with a ,,,in  the receiving line. Registecinglthe trikini, consisting of a som-
• • • %leneon lace Her short veil lure bride and grflom, was guests were Mrs. Carlee Bodydorero, sunglasses and . . .fell from a Grecian halo of flanked by triple tapers in sil-SATURDAY NIGHT. February 13, was Valentine's night for seed peads She wore pearl ,er candelabra. An exquisite'the Memphis Co-Ettes. A Valentine's Party was given at Le jew.clr. and carried orchids. 1.,‘, cloth covered the table.Moyne Commons with Bill Terrell spinning the platters. Cupid,
Mrs. Anna Clark, Mrs. Bennye,just local amoralists, as proven
hanging from the ceiling . . . hearts and flowers around the,
:Morris; Mrs. Mamye Taylor,•by a raid of the French federalwails . . . red and white checked table cloths brightened each'
party. al Clergy Attendtable . .. deliciously prepared food .. . all made for a Perfect () CL
111 •01B Muni • ••• I Is 2 • a • a in. SOCIETY •• ••
ii• Ifierru Oa-Bound •••
• a
• •
• By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson •••••••••••••••••••••
- WINSTON CHURCHILL DIES. . . Crisis in Viet Nam . . .
Nat King Cole Succumbs . . . The Rocket hits the Moon (and;
takes photographs) . Malcolm X Slain ... What does it all'
mean? . --
Could these all have any possible connection? Hardly —as
viewed on the surface by the laymen. The demises are shocking
. the war is shocking ... even the scientific accomplishment
is shocking . .. if not more amazing. Sometin -s it is frightening ,
to let the philosopher in you start to work to try to analyze such
as this ... most people wouldn't even bother ...
Nevertheless, those who might, would consider the scienti-:
fic accomplishment by far' the most optimistic, as fantastic as
it seems now. I spent many of my elementary school days fig-
uring out how old I'd be if and when I'd reach the moon, travel-
ing at the rate of speed and length of time the experts had fig-
ured out then. Now when I read that it took only 65 hours for
that feat . I'm not so sure I'll be old at all. , I
So even if the famous or infamous are passing on, therei
isn't time about what used to be . . . as I contemplated when
Nat King Cole passed . . :perhaps Hullabaloo time . . . or Shin-
dig time will take us to the Moon! Perish the thought! And, oh
yes, what about Viet Nam?
• • *
IF YOU SAW ANY FAST CARS passing you one Saturday
this month, they were members of the VIP Bridge Club hurry-
ing to the Flame Restaurant, and the meeting hostessed by club
member Bernice Richards Cole. They were making an effort to
be early birdslo win that bonus and get settled for a try at her
unusual and beautiful prizes that she has a reputation for award-
ing.
Some of the lovely prizes won were electrical beauty appli-
ances. Playing with extra skill were Mesdames Emma Jean'
Stotts, Earline Mobley and Velma Lois Jones winning prizes in
the order named. Guest prizes went to Mesdames Cleo Jones,
Willielmenla Lockard, and Ann Lee, respectively. The booby
went to Mrs. Sheila Robertson.
Mrs. Cole's decorations featured the Valentine motif, this
being the month for Cupid and her delicious menu included
Cornish hens, wild rice, green beans, spiced peaches and hot
rolls.
MR. AND MRS.
FLOYD H. HARRISON, JR.
Miss Ann Pearls Carter
L
Floyd Harnson  At
New members welcomed to the club were Mrs. Martha •
Brown, a home ecenomics supervisor for Tate County; Mrs. 7 
Jr.,pie. Unable to attend were Valtena Robinson and Faye Gentry of the two families, united in with a matching pleated coat.Lewis. marriage, Miss Ann Pearl Car- Alfred I.. Motlow was his bro-
Guests were Mrs. Ann Hall Weathers, Mrs. Geneva Floyd, ter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ther's best man. Ushers were:
Mrs. Anita Suggs, Mrs. Rosetta Smith, Mrs. Katherine Person, Grover Carter of Chicago. and Timothy Nlotlow. A D. Jones,
and Mrs. Zernia Peacock, Floyd H. Harrison, Jr., son of 0. C. Carter, Arthur Carter,
Sheila Robertson, and Mrs. Arvene Gunn, former member ju.d
returned from Flint, Mich. Other members present were Mrs. A quiet wedding ceremony at Mrs. Ruth Wiggins was ma-
Avery Chapel A. NI. E. church, Iron of honor. Her aqua blueMary Helen Ezelle, Mrs. Marie Stinson, and Mrs. Maude Gilles-. attended by only the members silk sheath dress was worn
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd H. Harri- Homer Counts, Jr., and Fred• • •
son, Sr., 583 S. Dudley St. He Robinson.
•
h remonv which was held pumps and a white orchid. ;
Wed To
Avery
tJob Corps For Gals,
No 'Finishing School'
WASHINGTON — Dr. Ben-
netta Washington, director,
system joined the PovertyWomen's Training Centers,
Corps Jan. 1. She replaced Dr.
Job Corps for the Office of Jeanne Noble of New York
Economic Opportunity, threw a,City.
challenge to Women in Corn-1 Mrs. Washington sees tho
but as an important link to intl.munity Service, Inc. 
(WICS)1 ate the younksters into the jobwhen she saic!, ". We will:the youngsters into the job
ask more from you . . . We ex- center communities and into
pect you to give more." their own communities when
She was addressing nearly they return from the year's
50 women meeting here in ex- training provided by the Job
ecutive session to launch their!Corps program, on this, and I do not think we
recruitment program for girls It was at the_ community want to win such a race," she
between the ages of 16 and 21- level that Dr. Washington said said.
years-old for the Job Corps. she would "ask . . and expect Dr. , Washington said the
The women- to be known as more" from the WICS wie) women going to the Job Corps
WICS are an amalgamation of combined make up 27 million centers, St. Petersburg, Flori-
the National Council of Cath• women. da; Cleveland, and Los Ange-
; olic Women, National Coon- • • • les, learn more than economic
cil of Jewish Women, Nation- It was an afternoon for skills.
al Council of Negro Women, challenges for she indicated "They will learn to know
and the United Church Worn- the work being done by the themselves, their strengths,
WICS who will utilize volun.en.
The director of WICS is an
ex-teacher, ex-WAC Colonel
sitary Halleran, who was select-
ed fo rthe port at the three-
day meeting held in Washing-
ton.
their limits:9.ns. make posi-
leers to recruit, (only the tive relationships and under.
staff of 8 will be paid profes- stand the role they must play
sionals) should become a in terms of citizenship respon-
source or study showing the sibilities, family planning, and
effectiveness of the volunteer where they fit in the employ-
at the community level. ment picture
Topless Bathing Suit Being
Replaced By The "Zerokini"
'FRANKFURT, Germany —
The bikini May yet be the mode
in the United States, but here
Europe, it has gone the way
of the Charleston, once the top
dance craze in America.
The monokini — or topless
bathing suit had a big summer
of beach propaganda. This has
also become passe. Both fads
are now being replaced by the
zerokini.
, The word-may not be found
in the dictionary, but one will
find "zero" which means no-
The refreshment table held a thing so logically, the zerokini
tasty menu that included tur.jis what it says — topless, bot-
key a la king in, patty shdls; tomless and' nothingless.
cream cheese and caviar This "zerokini" wear (or
molds: ham and beaten bis-lrather bare) is getting major
cults: deviled eggs; cheese anOttention in European capitals,
ham; fruit salad, crisp deelyis nudism appears to be very
relish howl: coffee and tea, much in vogue. It has been re-
served by Mrs. E. Paul Beav- porteds..that one out, of three;
ers, and Mrs. Nellie Counts; Scandinavians are practicing
and Champagne punch. served I nudism.
by Miss Cozette McVay, andi Germany is not far behind,,
Mrs. Dorothy Coleiotte. ;followed closely by the British,
Members of the family pres-i Belgians and Swiss.
ent were: Mrs. Anna Harrison, • •
P-ni• The wedding reception was aunts, Mrs. Lucille McGruder, French nudists in spite of the
1Miss Cherry Miller, Mrs. Billye police on a session of 500 nu-
Motlow. Mrs. Ann Sims, Mrs. dists.
J. B. Boyd, Mrs. Evelyn Mc- The raid was made by landGuests were Sandra King, Turner Gilmore, Elaine 31cCollins, 
I Rae, Mrs. Gertrude Smith and,and sea on the public beach of
Bush, Ronald Surgeon, Carolyn Adonis, Lorenzo Forrest, Larry eet In Louisville Other hostesses were: Mrs. and 23 were bagged, all au
Phillip Donaldson,Pauletta Harrison, Muriel Curry, Don Win- Mrs. Bernice Winters. Pampelonne near St. Tropez,
Ingram, Mary Linn Morris, Spencer Goodman, Sherry Joyner,
Lnarles Rice, William McChriston, Jocelyn Peters, Elijah Noel,i
Bertrand McClarin, Emmitt Woods, Essie Hodges, and many! The Annual Meeting of the
iDivision of Christian Educationothers.
• • • lot the National Council of
Churches was held in Louis.MEMPHIANS WERE DEEPLY SADDENED to learn of the vile, Feb. 12-18.
passing of the late Mrs. Gertrude Armstrong. who was the de- The Council is the represen-
voter mother of Mrs. Jewel G. Hulbert, teacher at Manassas tative body of the major Pros-
High School, and well-known newspaperwoman of the Bluff City. jtestant Christian denominations
We shall miss seeing her kind, friendly expression as she..
! n the United States and an in-
talked with you, her quiet wit as she related an event of 
humor,ttetaehraF1 ePdaerrtatiitfmthe World Chris.
her keen interest in what was happening around her, and loyal-1 The division of Christian Ed.ty to her favorite club groups, and church. Perhaps it o as besUucation is responsible for the
summed up in the poem that appeared at the head of her obit.jpolicy, administration and cur-
riculum of the Protestant faithuary . . . She walk in the Beauty of Faith . .. Her eyes ;:et on;
;and of many American semi-the goal . . . Though hindrance came . . She struggled on naries of Bible and theology.. . A fearless unconquerable soul. She walked in the Beauty of SPEAKERSLove . . . Toiling in the heat and cold . . . Her life she gave; Featured speakers were Dr.. . . For God she lived . . . Her worth cannot be measured in:Ale'xander Schmennarm, Ortho-
gold. ;dos Theological Seminar y,
;Father Theodore Purcell, S. J.,Some of the early arrivals for the funeral among the mem-,
bers of the family were; Mrs. Ruby Cook of Wichita, 
Kansas,,ILdnsutittutuentovf Stocial dOrdher, St.
and her daughter, Miss Philomene Kirk, of Washington, D. C..!Malcaolm 
Blackburn.eraian TsteewRaerdy:
Mrs. Aurelia Irvin of Phoenix. Arizona: Mrs. J. R. Jaretr0f Lit-
tle Rock, Ark.; Mrs. Made Dorsey, El Reno. Oklahoma; and ment of Minimum Salary, Afri.
Lawrence Buckley of Detroit, Mich.
• • •
THE DATE IS FRIDAY, March 5. .. The Place. . . Hotel ,thin endeavor included AdultClaridge the Balinese and Empire Ballrooms ... The Event and Youth Work, Family Life,... The J-U-G-S Annual Living Ad Charity Ball. Theme for this Mission\ Education as well asyear is taken from famous movies and the lovely models will Program Administration anddo dances to depict' each moving picture they are portraying. It Leadership in Education.
will be one of the most exciting times you will have this year. Denominational executives.
publishers. educators and pas-Make plans to be there, at "Hollywood on the Bluff.'
tors from throughout the UnitedTHE FIFTH ANNUAL MILITARY BALL, Banquet and;;States were in attendance. Sev-Queen Contest sponsored by National Defense Cadet Corps ofjeral denominational represen-the Memphis City High Schools, was a brilliant event this year.ltatives from Memphis were
It was held Saturday, February 20, at Carver High School. 'present.
mEPHIANS PRESENTThe Carver High Shcool Band was at its best as it opened'
. The Christian Mehodist Epis•the program, and the Talent portion of the contest got under copal clergymen were Rev-way. Miss Gladys C. Douglass, Carver High School performed a erends P. Gonya Hentrel, sec-novel song and dance to "Love Makes the World Go Round," retary of the Ministers anddressed in a jesters' outfit; Miss Lafaye Ward, Lester High  
ship Field Secretary, Depart.
School, did a delightful dance number; Miss Cheryl Tucker,
Hamilton High. gave a Japanese reading (in English); Miss
Scheherezade Jones, Melrose, portrayed a Turkish dancer in
costume; Miss Camilla Guy, Manassas, played "Fire Dance"
and ten danced to a recording of the same song in a modern
style; Miss Ptoshia Ward, Douglass High, did a ballet number
to Clair de Lune; and Miss Gloria Stewart, Washington gave a
reading of a French poem.
can Methodist Episopal Church,
The fields covered by the
workshops in areas of Chris-
Laymen, Council of the CMEI
Church and Director of Educa-
tion for the West Tennessee
Conference: William Smit h,:
Pastor of Collins Chapel CME:
Edward Brown director of
Youth Work. First Episcopal
District and Pastor of Green-
wood CS1E. and N. Charles
Thomas, director of Christian
Education and Field Relations'
for the First Episcopal District
CM E Laymen' were repre-
sented by Mrs. Mattie Suttles,
director of Christian Educa-
tion, Memphis District a n d
Mrs. Tealie McClendon, direc-
tor of Youth Work, Memphis
District.
African Methodist Episcopal
ministers present were Rever-
ends Elmer Martin, minister of
St. Andrews AME and Ilalcolm
Blackburn. Stewardship' Field
Secretary. Rev Blackburn was
a workshop leader for the coun-
cil.
Baptist ministers attending
were Reverends Roy Love
minister of Mt. Nebe Baptist
church and A. M. Williams,
Pastor of St, John Baptist
Church both representing the
Memphis B a p ti t Ministers
Union.
The Resident Bishop of the
First Episcopal District of the
CME Church, Rev. B. Julian
Smith with offices at 664 Vance
in Memphis is immediate past
:vice president of the National
Council of Churches and now
'serves as a member of its Cen-
tral Executive Committee.
; The Committee met in Ni
geria from which Bishop Smith
has just recently returned.
Beautiful scenery accompanied each petformanee, and en-
hanced the offering of each young lady. They climaxed their ap.
pearance by promenading out onto the stage in their lovely
white boufant ball gawns, to the delight of the audience. A very
gracious and beautiful group of young ladies.
In the final judging, the first place crown went to Miss
Douglass of Carver; second to Miss Guy of Manassas and third
to Miss Ptoshia Ward of Douglass High School
Winners of 1965 Betty Crocker Homemaker of
,Tomorrow awards in area high schools have been an-
nounced. Each scored highest in her school in a writ-
ten homemaking examination administered to over a
half million senior girls throughout the country on •
Dec. 1, and remains in conten-,
ten test.trizongidgforfromsch$solstaporshtidp ogor:onts




for the American Homemaker
year. the Betty Crogker Searchand Mrs. Evelyn McRae.
Assisting with the gifts, Mrs. 
pers.
said to uwjidTngenedsetra pincaopmethriMies arktlavt:Iy. From of Tomorrow is designed toNancy J. Lee, Mrs. Bertha 
The gatherings are:
emphasize the importance ofTaylor. Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Sr,,'United Nations than that of
be more like a meeting f theo- --- the State Homemaker of To-
;morrow will be named, and will homemaking as a career,
receive a $1,500 scholarship
from General Mills, Inc..
sponsor of the annual Betty
Crocker Search.
In addition, her school will
be awarded a set of the Ency-
clopaedia Britanniea by 'Ency-
this, the State Homemaker of
The second-ranking girl in At Hyde Park
North Carolina Mutual Life In-
surance company is holding its
'twenty-first Annual Cloudburst
Sales Convention at the Lord
Baltimore hotel from Feb. 24-
26.
Company officials arc hosts
and approximately 65 represen-
tatives from throughout the
and the District of Columbia
are in attendance.
The highlight of the meeting
was a reception aid banquet
honoring William A. Clement,
CLU, vice president and agen-
cy director, on Wednesday
; night.
The banquet speaker was
Frank B. Maher, senior vice
president of the John Hancock
Mutual Life Insurance com-
pany of Boston.
The North Carolina Mutual
Life Insurance company, of
which AU T. Spaulding is pres-
ident, operates 34 district of-
fices throughout the United
States.
The home office is in Dur-
ham, North Carolina.
Fannve Robinson Miss Joy
; Hilliard, Mrs. Bernyce Arm-
strong, Mrs. Josephine Nor-
man, Miss Claudine Hester,
Mrs. Marie Stinson, Mrs. Irma
Beardon, Mrs. Inez Williams,
Mrs. Batrice Scott, Mrs, Ernes-
tine Graves, Mrs. Exine Hardi-
man and Mrs. Cordia Kelly. ;
Mr. Harrison is a graduate
of Tennessee State university,i
and a teacher at Lester Ele-
mentary school. He is a mem-,
ber of Omega Psi Phi frater-
nity.
eigners.
t el and almost of all for-
i, clopaedia Britannica, Inc.
The mayor of St. Tropez, the state will receive a $500
educational grant. Iby the inconvenience to foreign
Following her selection, the;visitors. He quickly
arrange-, 
State Homemaker of Tomor-jfor the federal cops to leave
town 
row, together with a school'
advisors from each of the 49To date little sympathy has
Tomorrow will be named, andbeen shown towards the naked other states and the District ofyoungsters arrested in such 
Columbia• 'd j"Operations Adam and Eve"
educational tour of Colonial!on public beaches, by the mem- Williamsburg, Va.. Washing- 1hers of the International Na-
ton, D.C., and New Yotk City.
Louis Fabre, was embarrassed
Mrs. Washington, an ex- i Dr. Washington had more
principal in the D.C. school`challenges, she had facts to
prove that women should be
"In the vanguard of the pov-
erty program."
Of ,the 35 million poverty.
stricken people in this coun-
try, 14 million of them are
women, she said. Six million
or two cut of every five women
are heads of families who
must be the breadwinner for
the children.
"We are ahead of the men
omemaker Winners
turist Federation.
Climax of the trip will be theI According to Camille Deems,
(the naming of the 1965 Betty Croc-a veteran official, "They
'youngsters on the beach) are ker All-American HomemakerNorth Carolina of Tomorow. Chosen from
among the state winners on the
Mutual Sponsors
Cloudburst Confab
BALTIMORE Md — T h e
So, What s New? basis of her original test score,
Avoid wrinkles formed dur-
ing sleep with a new anti-wrin-
kle pillow. It's a horse • shoe
shaped inflatable pillow design-
ed to support only the temple,
ear and jaw with little or no
pressure on the cheek.
It comes in a soft foam eas‘




club of Hyde Park School held
its initiation for new members
Friday evening, February 12.
The purpose of this club is to,
develop these young ladies into".
ideal women of tomorrow.
Their project each year is
to help in any way possible, the
North Memphis Shoe Council.
The Edelweiss club was organ-
ized in 1963 by a group of girls
who are the charter, members
and are now in high school.
The first president was Miss
Janice Crawford, who also had
a hand in naming this group.
She is now a freshman at.
Douglass High School.
New officers are Dorothy"
Jackson, president; Johnetta
Johnson, vice president; Emily
Woody, secretary; Margaret
Williams, assistant secretary: '
Sheila Scullock, treasurer. Ad-
Chicago. This educational test- visor is Mrs. Earline Mobley,
tale covers, and the whole ing and publishing firm also Art teacher at Hyde Park_
works is washable. ;constructs and grades the writ- School.
plus personal observatior. and
interviews during the tour, her
scholarship will be increased to
$5,000. Grants of seco..d, third,
and fourth-ranking girls in the
nation wiil be raised to $4,000,
,000 and 82,000, respectively.
All judging is conducted by
Science Research Associates,
comp any 's territory of It states For For Pampering
En A Spot All Your Own
How would you enjoy having
your own little "pampering cor-
ner" where you can relax dur-
ing your daily routine and sim-
ply pamper yourself?
Like having your hair done,
there's nothing that perks up
a gal's morale so much. And
it's simple to find just such a
spot in your home to call your
own — strictly off limits to the
male in your life.
The secret le in having a
Vanity 'able — one that is com-
pact enough to fit almost any-
where, yet roomy enough for
your perfumes, powders, brash.
es, combs, atomizers and your
dozens of other personal min-
utiae.
Well, you say, this is some-
thing you've always wanted —
but who has the room? Fret no
more! A beautifully styled van-
ity table in brass has been
created.
0
, Its just what the doctor or- •
;dered, too — really compact
jenough to fit anywhere. With
,Florentine marble-finished top
and shelf of "Pionite," make-up
lights and a wide, tee-way,
22 inch high mirror, the vanity
table is only 26 Inches wide x
30 inches high- 121/ itches deep.
Its gratefully curved erase
frame and legs are matched by
6 really .chi-chi vanity bench.
tipped with a tasseled satin-





































































































































































































At St. Mary's hospital are the following residents of Hum-
boldt: Rev. WILLIAM DONALD, Mrs. LUDOSIA DONELSON,
Airs. LELIA LOWERY, and little THOMAS BOYK1NS, baby
son of Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES BOYKINS.
Mrs. ETHEL HARKNESS of the Gibson Wells community,
Rev. M. H. BURNETT and Mrs. ALBERTA JAMISON of
Dyer, are all at home recuperating after having been confined
to the hospital.
Death invaded the Gentry family when Mrs. ZORA FIELDS
MITCHEM, of Cleveland, Ohio, passed. She was the aunt of!
the Gentrys here and Mrs. THOMAS WATSON of Cleveland,
and was making her home with Atty. and Mrs. WATSON.
Humboldtians knew Mrs. WATSON as the former GERAL-1
DINE WRAY, who graduated from Stigall High and Meharry
Medical school. Attending the funeral from here were ARLIE
GENTRY and sister, Mrs. LUZALIA DENNIS.
FUNERAL HELD
Mr. ANDREW BARNETT of Champaign, Ill., passed and
was buried here following funeral services at Lane Chapel CME
church. He was the brother of Mrs. HOWARD GENTRY of
this city. Rev. L. T. PURHAM officiated.
Mr. and Mrs. CALVIN FARMER are back safe after a
a)trip to Denver to attend the fureral of his youngest sister,
W Mrs. CLARA FARMER McGINNIS, who was a young woman,
Just 37, and who left six children. She was a devout Christian,
and ardent worker in the church and community — a bloom-
ing flower ready to pull.
The Farmers took the children who were able to meet
relatives they had never seen. The trip was very hazardous
going, but through e blessing, they made it safely there and
back.
THE PLANNING COMMITTEE of the Father Bertrand and
St. #ugusUne Boosters club has expressed it's ratitude to
the patrons for kind cooperation during the recent "Sweet
heart Tea," an annual event. Shown left to right are Mrs.
Raychelle L. Carhee, public relations director, Mrs. Ritta
P. Smith, general chairman, Mrs. Bernice Hines, president
Notes About Clubs a
THE NEW CHICAGO CIVIC
CLUB held its monthly meeting
on Monday, February 15, at 7:30
P.M. Hosts were Mr. and Mrs.
M. R. DAVIS, 1107 Argyle Ave.
The meeting was opened by
the chaplain, Mrs. E. WIL-
.LIAMSON assisted by M. DAVIS
e •
New officers were installed
by Rev. ALEXANDER GLAD-
NEY, president of the Doug-
las-Crump Bungalow Civic Club.
He made very inspiring re-
marks.
A Membership-Fellow-
ship Banquet has been plan-
ned for March 9 at the Antioch
Baptist Church, 1377 N. Belle-
vue at 7:30 P.M. The public
is invited to share the evening
M. R. DAVIS, president and
Mrs. M. HALL, reporter.
• •
THE BOSTON SOCIAL CLUB
held its regular monthly meet-
ing February 3, at the lovely
home of Mrs. LOUISE GAINES,
2425 Cable Ave. She was a gra-
cious hostess and members en-
joyed the very testy menu. Mrs
JENNIE GREEN, 2358 Cable
Avenue will be the next hostess.
Mrs. ADELL MURPHY is pres-




Chicago fire department offi-
cials and police have called
"accidental" the fire which
Cregier Ave. which sterted
-"I the apartment directly be-
low Clay's.
After the fire was brought un-
der control, police questioned
Carl Elliot, 33, a bachelor civil 1
engineer in whose apartment It was earlier believed that
the fire began, the fire was an attempt on the
Sources told the DEFEND- life of Clay, in the wake of Sun-
day's assassination of Malcolm
X In New York. At the time
of the fire, both Clay and his
wife, Sonji, were out to dinner.
Clay told the DEFENDER
that though his apartment was
damaged, he and his wife




into custody. However,' after 
questioning in -area two head- TIIE MERRY CIRCLE held its annual St. Valentine's Day
quarters, Elliot was released. 1 Tea at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Ellison, 728
e.
of Boosters club, Mrs. Maggie B. Peace, co-chairman, and
Mrs. May B. Wright, group co-chairman. Members not pre
sent for picture are Mrs. Florence Bolden, secretary, and
Sister Mary Evangelise, II, V. M., coordinator; Father
Theodore Weiser, 0. F. M., Adininisterator of both schools.
s.
Zetas Reveal Their Plans
For 'Finer Womanhood Week'
During the 'annual observ• Peterson, production difficulties
slice of Aner Womanhood have been encountered.
Week, members of more than
goo graduate and under-gradu-
ate chapters of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc., will pause to re-
evaluate and re-dedicate them-
selves to the ideals of the Sor-
ority and tee implementation
of the 1965 theme, "Women
and Youth Unite for Freedom."
"lhis is a time for an hon-
est look at how far women have Amicae Remembrance,
, come in the cause of freedom. Mrs. Cassandra Harris,
It is a time to delve into thei chairman;
Particular attributes, that wo- Thursday, March 4 —
men bring to the national scene Project Day, Mrs. Mabel
and to further determine the Iludson, chairman;
best utilization of these attri- Friday, March 5 — At-
hues," said a Zeta official. tendance at JUGS Chariti
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter will -Ball, Miss Yvonne Hawkins,
.,1,serve Finer Womanhood chairman;
Week, February 28 to March 7 Saturday, March 6 — SOP-
! with a variety of activities de- • ority Meeting, Mrs. Annie
I signed to jusLify its existence M. Naylor, basileus;
in the community. Sunday, March 7 — Go To
The Blue Revue, a benefit Church Day, Mrs. Zane
presentation previously an- Ward, chairman.
nounced as the highlight of the Mrs. Lorttta Kateo is gen-
observance will be held at a eral chairman and` Mrs. B. A.
later date. According to the E. Callaway is chairman of
general chairman, Mrs. Rosetta publicity.
2 Take Over Maddox
tmu Cafeteria In Georgia;m!Negroes To Be Served
son, president; Mrs. Geraldine Smith, secretary; Mrs. Lydia'
Robertson, Mrs. Mae Ellison, social treasurer; Miss Mary
razed apartments in the uth1 At the "fire scene, police said i Alaska, recently. Mrs. Bonzella H. Brownlee was crowned E. Tolbert; Mrs. Bonzella H. Brownlee, Mrs. J. H. Lacy,Shore building where Cassius.Ellio4 ran out into the serl 'Queen" for The Day. The jovial members are: left to right Mrs. Mettle Pink, Mrs. Edna Shavers, Mrs. M. K. James,(Muhammad Ali) Clay calls !without a topcoat claimingat 1
he had burned his coat while' _ 
— Mrs. Eloise eisem, assistant secretary; Mrs. Nina Jack- treasurer, and Mrs. Linnie Johnson, vice-president.home.




the-three-story building at 7083 then embryonic fire.
ER 'that Elliot claimed that the
fire was accidental, stsrting
when he fell asleep on a living
room sofa while smoking a
cigaret.
Sources also told the DE-
FENDER that Elliot was "quite




PINEW YORK — (U) —A41
former official of the Black
Muslim movement has dis-
closed that there was at least
one previous attempt by the vi-
dent sect to assassinate Mal-
colm X.
Aubrey Renate, writing in
the current issue of the Satur-
day Evening Post, said the at-
tempt was made last June in
Boston by "several men." He
said the incident took place fol-
lowing the appearance of Mal-
colm at a rally.
Barnette said that "accord-
ing to reports," four of Mal-
colm's New York henchmen
were driving to the Boston air-
port after the rally when an-
Fire department officials es-
timated the fire damage at
$4,000 but unofficial police,
sources said $10,000 was more
accurate.
'other car cut them off in a tun-
Inel. He said the occupants of
the other car leaped out with
"guns drawn."
"Instead of finding Mal-
colm, they found his four as-I
sociates, one of whom had a
shotgun resting on his knees,"
Barnette said. "That would
have been the end of that, ex-
cept for one thing: When Mal-
colm's men arieved at the air-
port, they went walking through
the concourse carrying the
shotgun right cut in the open."
Barnette said this touched
off a general roundup at the
lairport by ',Aston police. He
himself was arrested and so
were the would-be assassins,
Barnette said. All were later
acquitted.
Barnette said the Black Mus-
lims suspected him of testify-
ing against them and gave him
a oeating on e Roxbury, Mass.,
street last August that sent him
to the hospital with serious in-
juries.
01 PEACE REALTY
Exclusive Agents of Beautiful
Lakeview Garden Homes
All Over Memphis
FHA GI or Conventional
Call Our Office 
Agents will be at your services
Office: 4787 Hornlake Rd.
398.1956 or 398-6284
Sales By
0 PEACE ASSURES PEACEFUL Living
Si I NCC Statesay Malcolm was Marked Malcolm Gave'
Negroes Pride
ATLANTA, Ga. — (UPI) —
John Lewis, field secretary of
the Student Non-Violent Coordi-
NEW YORK — A Chief ad sassmated Negro extrenust tole him abut their orders and anting Committee said Malcolm
visor to 'the late Malcolm X Malcolm X are setting up am" they never went back to Elljahl X gave the American Negro
said the controversial leader's
death had been postponed be-
cause a team of Black Muslim
assassins, ordered to kill him
earlier, had warned him and
Al LANTA (UPI) — Les-
ter Maddox, who closed his
fried chicken cafeteria to a-
vo id serving Negroes, an-
nounced he has leased the'prop-
erty to two former employes
who will re-open the eatery.
The new naneeement said
"all orderly individuals and
groups" that come for the pur-
pose of eating — including Ne-
groes — will be served.
"If the moth': is otherwise,
they will not be welcome," Roy
Duncan, who will manage the
new operation, said.
Duncan was formerly man-
ager of the ! addox Cafeteria
He will be associated with Ed-
ward Piper, a former Maddox
cook, in the new venture.
Maddox told a news con-
ference he had signed a 10-year
lease with Duncan and Piper,
who will operate under the
name of the Gateway Cafeteria.
He said he will have no connec-
tion with the new place and
that he has gone out of the
food business for good.
Maddox, who was enjoined
by a federal court from dis-
criminating against Negro cus- making.
turners at his eating place,
closed it early this month when
a Negro appeared shortly af-
ter the federal ruling.
Maddox told reporters he
will appeal the case to the
U.S. Supreme Court as a mat-
ter of principle. Ile said he
might enter the insurance bus-
iness.
Maddox called reporters to
his now-empty restaurant, oc-
cupied by a big, black, Inne-
some Myna Bird which skawks
repeatedly as though puzzled




— Police from 12 squad cars
swooped on two vehicles at a
gas station to check reports
that car-loads of youths with
rifles and swords were in the
area.
The officers found the weap-
ons were dummies — used as
Props by members of an ama-
teur motion picture unit re-
turning from a day's movie-
an: Order Was Given
,
then later defected from the
sect.
"Ile said the order had been hers of the two militant Negro to the rally and was charged
given to kill him," stated Lewis groups. with homicide. The search con-
Henry Michaux. "However, he Police discovered the getaway tinued for his corn ;anions.
said. Allah had protected him." ca_• used by the assassins. It Police anu FBI agents al.
"Allah failed to be present was parked one mile south of so searched for five followers
at the ballroom Sunday." the scene of the shooting. of the slain leader reported to
The militant leader was shot '
by at least three Negroes while
two companions created a div-
ersion. Malcolm X had just
started to address a rally of
some 400 followers at the Au-
dubon Ballroom in Harlem when
he was cut down by a barrage
of bullets and shotgun pellets. in Malcolm X's organization.
There were 16 wounds in his Michaux said that the first
body. Two bullets penetrated group of assassins that came
his heart and two others lodg- to kill Malcolm X decided hi-
ed in his left eye. stead to join his organization.
Reports th).t followers of as "He told me that the group
bush executions for Black Mus-
lim leaders they blame for his
death sent police force "shock
troops" rushing into !Harlem.
Police officials were taking
no chances that open warfare
might break out between•mem-
ic aux, 70, is president0 be traveling by automobile to-
the African Nationalist Council ward Chicago to kill Black
in America. When Malcolm X Muslim leader Elijah Wham-
broke away from the Black mad.
Muslims and formed his Black
National Organization, Mi-
chaux became one of his chief
advisors but had no actual title
SILVER'S








ALL TYPES OF PORTRAITS
PASSPORTS-IMMIGRATION
CITIZENSHIP
ID WHILE YOU WAIT
JA 7-6724
Bring Your Baby to Silver's
41 SO. MAIN ST. P.O,B. 1502 MEMPHIS
Muhammad's movement," mic.,"a new sense of pride and . .
eaux said. dignity."
In a statement issued fromOne of the alleged assassins
was shot and captured. He was its Atlanta office, Lewis said,
accused of being the one who "We of the Student Non-Violent
carried a saweci-off shotgun in- Coordinating Committee were
horrified and grieved upon
hearing of the tragic and bru-
tal murder of Malcolm X.
"More than anyone else on
the American scene, Malcolm
was able to articulate the deep
feeling of the Negro masses in
the Delta and rural areas el
the South and the slums and















WDIA Interview, Mrs. Loret-
ta Kateo, chairman;
Monday, March 1 — Re.
Pledge Service, Mrs. Ear-
line Somerville, chairman;
Tuesday, March 2 — Zeta
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
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IS ROLLING OUT IT'S WELCOME MAT
TO EVERYONE, COME OUT TODAY
. Shop For Comfort The Whole World Admires
Cadillac's renowned and unsurpassed .conveniences and appoint-
ments . .. its almost unbelievable silence in motion : its
wonderful comfort and relaxing ride ... and its satisfying
spaciousness—are combined in even greater abundance in 1964.
And Cadillac's exclusive new optional Comfort Control, com-
bining heating and air conditioning, lets you set exactly your
favorite -interior temperature rul automatically hold it, regar(l-
less of weather changes and from season to season, with not
as muCh as a thought on your part. Three highly sensitive
!`thennistors" anticipate temperature, changes—even as you
drive into a cloud bank or bright sun oc.a2proach sundown.
'Cool, and warm air is mixed so gently cat the same time
humidity is controlled) that comfort is electronically main-
tained at the determined thermostatic setting withoutta: per-
ceptible feeling of temperature change . • . even more quiet,
unobtrusive and carefree than the system in your home or office.
1963. SEDAN DE VILLE
'64 CADILLAC
Coups DeVille. Whitn finiob. Fullpower assists, ar.ir cond4=factoryfactoryw
rarity. NICE: 
'64 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVille. Solid white finish.Full power, factory air condition-jog. .Still in factory warranty Be




Sedan. Gleaming white finish'. Full
air conditioning 
power awints. factory $4595
•
'63 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVIlle. Light 'blue *finish.
with white top. Full power factory
air conditioning. One t3595.owner, extra rice car  w
'64 CADILLAC
Sedan D•Ville. A beautiful lime
with matching interior, fuiloiow fr.
factory air. 15,000 actual 7.5






4-door Sedan. Light blue, full pow-
er. factory air conditioning. Roal •
iuot like1•1),W  $3695
'63 CADILLAC •• Convertible. Rod finish, Whits leath-er interior. Full power, factory air.
conditioning. Extra nice—and just
right tor spring and sum- $3895nwr driving. Buy now...
'63 CADILLAC
Coupe Dogille. Turiploisp finishlook, like new. Full poser. factory
air conditioning. 53895'Extra nice 
'63 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVIlle. Mist green. Fullpower, factory air, leather interior.Spare never $3995on ground 
'63 CADILLAC
Fleetwood. Dark blue finish. runpower, factory air conditioning.Lots of other $3995Astra., tool 
'63 CADILLAC






4-door Sedan. Solid Whits 1.•- •
power. factory air .1895
conditioning. Extra nice.
'62 CADILLAC
Soden DeVillo. Light groon. fillpower, factory •Ir, 
.. $2995Extra sharp 
'62 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVille. Black fin14.power assists
Not air conditioned  $2595
'62 CADILLAC •
Fleetwood. Light green. Full powerasehets Factory air conditioned.Lots of other extras. Low ea jam
mileage. Extra sharp  1111, NW
'61 CADILLAC&Aar, DeVill. Silver finish: Fullpower, factory air conditioned.Extra nice, 
62495low mileage 
'61 CADILLAC
Soden Black finish, 'hillpower Restate. factory air , tess
conditioned. .Real sharp  IlOgs.trO
1962
SEDAN IW I ILLE
WE CAN FIT A CADILLAC TO ANY BUDGICI1




Dear Mr. Mrs. Shopper
We, Southern Motors, Inc., are interested in you
personally when you get ready to spend your money
for a new or used car. :We have prepared for you
at our business at 341 Union Avenue every comfort
and economic facility that would serve you effect-
ively.
The'ea(you buy at Southern Motors, Inc.; has a
history whether it's a new or used one.: This his-
tory record is open to each customer, -before he
spends one dollar for his car.
Each contract, before the customer signs, is
checked by our well-trained managers to make
sure that there are no hidden charges.. Our Fin-
ance Department has no doubt of anyone's credit.
"15; Ciime'i7 today and let us prepare your contract
for the car you wish to buy, -no matter what make
or model. • If we don't have it, -we can get it. •










All of the •tinve eare aro equipped with MM, twofer, automatie trenemission mid while gga MomWhen we any full power, we mean it ( power seats, windows, steering, brakes)OVER 30 MORE LATE MODEL CADILLACS FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE36 Months to Pay. If your-credit is good, the sky is the limit!
























































































In professional football each
team knows that its success
depends on its ability to corral
'a sharp passer and a line.
smashing fullback to keep the
defense honest. Last week at
the Chisca Plaza Hotel a mil-
lion dollar backfield could have
been plucked from the star-
studded guest list that attend-
ed the second annual Junior
Chamber of Commerce Sports
Award dinner.
• Tiw main speakers were the
streamlined Jim Brown of the
National Football League
champion Cleveland Browns
A land wizard Baltimore Coilts
quarterback Johnny Unitas.
Also present to kidnap for
the aforementioned fabled
backfield were John David
Crow, recently traded from the
• SP Louis football Cardinals to
the San Francisco Forty Nin-
ers; and swift Lance Alworth
of the American Football
League San Diego Chargers.
Place Alworth at flanker back
and you would have potentially
one of the most explosive of-
tensive foursome ever. This
would be what a Senate Com-
mittee might label as a mono-
poly.
GIVE UP HONORS
'The purpose of the yearly
fete was to honor Tim McCar-
ver, St. Louis Cardinals catch-
er, and Freddie Marshall, Uni-
versity of Arkansas quarter-
back. It was apparent that
many of the crowd of ova500
saved their plaudits for the of-
ferings of Brown and Unitas.
• McCarver, who starred in
the Cardinal's World Series win
over the New York Yankees
last fall, was presented a plaque
,for being chosen the Memphis
Pro Athlete of the Year: Tom
Nix and Tony Gagliano, Tim's
high school Torielites in football
and baseball, shared the award
with the former Christian Bro-
thers star.
Frank Broyles of the Univer-
sity of Arkansas and one of
the fine teachers in collegiate
grid warfare today presented
the Amateur Award to former
Messick standout Marshall for
leading the Razorbacks to the
Southwest Coliferenge title and
a comeback decision over Ne-
braska in the Cotton Bowl.
Unitas was the master of the
buffoonery centering many of
his jokes around his late team-
5witate "Big Daddy" Lipscomb.When Brown came on he asked
the audience at the outset to
bear with him because his re-
marks would be in a more
serious vein. Brown gave a
summary of the season and a
countdown to the Eastern Di-
vision championship game with
the New York Giants.
ed as the stars of the sell out
attraction and some of the
Cleveland "experts" Brown's
words for the critics) still
doubted Collier for still going
along with Ryan in favor of
Jim Ninowski. Ryan made
them hide their heads in shame
by setting a record for title
games when Gary Collins
caught three touchdown pass-
es.
The great fullback said he
would gladly give up what hon-
ors that might go to him for
jteam success. It was the team
leffort and do. ach Blanton Col-
lier's unrelenting faith in quar-
terback Frank Ryan that
I brought the Browns to World
iChampions, lamented Brown.
Brown showed flashes of his
brilliant form, but as the mod-
est Pepsi representative puts
it, it was Ryan's moment of
glory. Unitas was held under
100 yards for his efforts and
the Colts just couldn't move the
ball against the determined
Cleveland defense which was
Supposed to be so leaky.
Brown has intimated that Ins
career might last for only two
more years. Despite his pro-
jected retirement and recent
criticism for speaking his mind
in a national magazine article
on some touchy racial matters
came when he told of the much
played-up rivalry with line-
backer Sam Huff of the Wash-
ington Redskins. The record
shows that if any one tackler
has been able to hold his own
'against the line smashes of
'Even though Brown made men- Brown it is Huff. "Let me clear
tion of his first coach -at Cleve- something up before you ask
land, Paul Brown, as being one the question when you come to
of the greatest, he left little the reception room that I'm
doubt in one's mind that Col- asked all of the time," Brown
her was his kind of coach. "He forewarned the crowd. "They
gives you a chance- to think," asked if I had a wish wouldn't
As the league's leading rush- I like to run over Sam . Huff,
I don't want to go near that
man," the broad shouldered all-
Pro quickly added.
NEGRO STARS MENTIONED
The affair, under the chair-
manship of Martin Richberger,
invited Negroes who had
achieved in the local sports
arena. Recognized by master
of ceremonies Jim Stone were: •
Ezell Jones, all-American foot-
bailer, Willie Dawson, track I
and - basketball star Bobby I
Smith, all of Melrose. Smith
was absent because of a cam.
er continued his speech It was
brought out that the culminating
victory over Baltimore for the
NFL crown knitted together in-
to a fitting pattern the inde-
fatigable endeavors of the
coach, a defense that was sta-
tistically the worst in the
league and a quarterback that
rose from obscurity to over-
night fame. Ryan went 12 for
13 and five touchdown pitches
against the Giants for the right
to square off against the Colts
for the high stakes. pus visit to the University of
'Melrose and Robert Roberson
were among the local area
cagers that he had seen. After
,the game last Saturday night
at the Coliseum Coach Ethers
'mentioned that the same pair
:of rangy stars were., guests of
the Tigers for the Loyola clash.
We have stated in the past that
Elhers has wanted to make a
move all the while. It appears
that affable coach has received
I the green light from the ad-
ministration. Elhers is one of
BILLED AS 'STARS' Louisville. Coach Eldridge of
Brown and Unitas were bill- Melrose was a door prize win-
ner, and of all things, the grid
mentor won a football. Floyd
Campbell and Ernest Abrams,
principal and assistant of the
Orange Mound school, gave the
Melrose delegation full repre-
sentation.
MSU TIPS HAND
Dean Elhers said on an af-
ter game broadcast show fol-
lowing a humiliating loss to







1: ON AIR CONDITIONERS
both CENTRAL :
& WINDOW UNITS :
." MAIL THIS COURON FOR
. FREE ESTIMATES •
iltiONDYKE FURN.
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You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
. —
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
11. 236 So. Wellington St.
KISS FOR 'MISS HOMECOMING' — Miss
Sandra McGlaun, a freshman, of 1650 Ito-
zelle Cove, is a very popular young lady at
LeMoyne College. She has been voted two
titles since enrolling at LeMoyne last Sep-
tember — Miss Freshman and Miss -Home-
coining. After being elected Miss Bonier:min-
ing last week by members of the college's
basketball team, Captain Monroe Currin of
the cage squad planted a kiss on her cheek.
The cute coed is a graduate of Melrose High
School.
the game's nice guys and has
demonstrated he can get the
job done with the current sea-




Every New York manufac-
turer must have bought a sup-
ply of four-ply pink silk crepe.
The pink, sometimes muted.
sometimes shar p, showed






FRESH :MEATS - FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Bus. Phone 948-4678




0 Your card will be punched for every $1.00 you
spend. When your card is punched out in full
you will receive the amount shown above. 0
0 WRIGHT GROCERY 0
® 0 ® • 0 0 0 0 P ® 0 0 0
ONLY WRIGHT-HAVE THIS CARD
MACKREL 15 Oz - 5 Cons
PEACHES HUNTS Sliced #303, - 5 Cons
RICE RICELAND - 3Lbs.
EGGS Grade A Small - 3 Dos.
GREEN BEANS 10 Oz. - 5 Pkg. Frozen
1679 Kansas St. 948-4678
NOW the beauty secret of women who car. . . . comes to MEMPHIS! •
COPES 7-0 ve
* A phone call now will bring a Starlight representative to
the home at your convenience.
• Cosmetics for every beauty need
• Home remedies for better health
• Sundries of every description
"DIRECT TO YOU" SALE'
KEEPS STARLIGHT COSTS
WITHIN YOUR REACH
Have a Starlight of Miami representative'
call at your horns or write to address below;
CALL Memphis 398-3050
P. 0. Box 16334, Memphis 16, Tenn.
EXTRA EARNINGsl
Men and women can work full or part time
selling notionally-acc•pted Starlight products
in awn neighborhood or area. For dependable
income CALL Memphis 398-3050 fm cam-
plet• information.
Hair Pressing Creams; Shompoos;Oil, Egg or
Medicated Tar; Deodorant-Cream, Roll-On or
Spry; Hand Lotions; Powder-Pressed or
Loose; Lipstick-Special Shades; Perfum•s
and Colognes.
1st E. 2nd REAL ESTATE
MORTGAGE LOANS
UP TO #6.000





















• Funerals • Weddings
• Potted Plants • Cut Flowe rs
Golfing With Lil
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfs
The stage is set, the plans are formulated. The Sam Qualls
Golf club's annual Whist and Five-Up Tournament will be held
Saturday night, March 13. at 0 P.M. at 708 Boston St.
You may remember the fun you had at the °the% but
this one promises to pack even more fun. Bring your own
partner, but if you cannot, we will find you one. It will be
partnership all the way.
There will be three prizes in each tournament. Refresh.
meats will be free. All of this is offered for a dollar. Don'
be late. Sorry, the tournament will be only one session. Yot
could get left out. See you then.
Now that spring is around the corner, look for golfins
activities to start moving. The Golf Tournament date la June
19-20 Fuller Golf course. On the following Saturday, June 26,
a Children's Clinic, will be held.
Added responsibilities have nothing to do with LONNIE
BRISCOE'S entering all golf tournaments at the last minute.
lie is going to enter late any way.
CAROLYN BRADEN is a new face you will be seeing on
the golf coursd this spring with her .cousin, JAMES HURT, who
Is her teacher. Is it true what they say about the new sweet
atmosphere that is found at the Fuller Club house?
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
• 1961 PLYMOUTH
BELVEDERE 4 Dr. Sedan 
895• VS- Automatic Trans., Radio, Heater 
•
1960 DODGE
PIONEER 4 Or. Sedan 















V8- Auto. Trans., Radio, Heater, P. Steer.. 895
1170 Union Ave.
PH. 275-8143







aNewls not always'test."That's why today's modern people choose Old Taylor 86 with its rich,
qld-fashibned flavor. 77-year-old flavor so smooth and mellow it's better than "new." Try itt
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Prool,T heOld Taylor Distillery Co.,F rankfort zInd Louisville,Ky.
Page 12 DEFENDER
(It s ( DAMPioNSIIIP TROPHY —The City Championship
Trophy of the Coca-Cola Bottling company of Memphis was
presented recently to Melrose High School, whose Golden
Wildcats won all 10 games for a perfect season. Standing.
from left, are Charles Evans, line coach, Floyd M. Camp-




DURHAM, N.C. — Three
members of the North Caro-
lina College track team have
be'm chosen to the All-Ameri-
can teams of two national ath-
letic groups f ir their perfor-
mances during the 1964 season.
The National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association (NCAA) and
the National Association of In-
tercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
both chose Edwin Roberts, An-
drew McCray, and Norman
Tate to their top teams.
_toberts, who was a bronze
medalist in the 1964 Tokyo
Olympics in the 200-meter dash
representing his native Trini-
dad, was selected for his show-
ings in the 100 and 200-meter
dashes.
A native of Elizabeth, N. J..
McCray was cited for his per-
formances in the intermediate.
hurdles, and TVe. of East
Orange, N.J., for showings in;
the triple jump. In addition, he.
was honored by the NAIA for
his broad jump ability.
Eagle track coach, Dr. Leroy
T. Walker, indicated that the
country's top three performers
in each collegiate event are
chosen for the honor.
Oops
FELIXSTOWE, England —
(UPI) —A breakwater that was
being built to protect dwellings
along the shore was washed
away by the raging sea only a
























Post Office box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Fres" Of Any
charges.
"Bill" Nabors, representative of Coca-Cola; Jesse Wilburn,
back-field coach, and Eldridge Mitchell, head coach. Kneel-
ing in foreground, from left, are Ezell Jones, All-American
tackle; Fred Jones, captain, and Jimniy Ward, co-captain.
(Photo by Gene Robinson)
ROYALS, 109-104 ,in the third period.
players — Jim Barnes, lloward The score again was tied
Komives, Tom Gola and Bobifour times before Komives
Boozef, scored to tie the scoreisank a layup to put the Knicks56-56 with three minutes gone ahead to stay 68-67.
AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION








want the lowest rate for drivers under 25
are clean and tired of high rates .
have lost your license
are about to loose your license
need an SR-12 filing at once
need free help, advice, quick




635 Miss Blvd. Memphis, Tenn.
Cobras Take Prep Crown
After Loss To Warriors
The Booker T. Washington first game of the season and
Warriors made a gallant bid to could wrap up the title with a
overtake league leading Carver
with a stunning 70-56 victory
over the Cobras last week on
the victims' home floor.
An overflow crowd almost
produced mayhem when hun-
dreds of fans had to be turned
away when the 1,100 capacity
for the gym had been-reachcki
long before the varsity tilt got
underway, Eugene' Taylor, a
spasmodic performer this sea-
son, and awkward Tyrone
Caldwell, the Warriors' muscle
man, controlled the game with
their shooting and rebounding
to help Washington to the sur-
prisingly easy win.
Taylor tossed in 22 points for
high honors but got able assis-
tance from Freddie Brooks who
threw in 16. Verdell Gray and
James Johnson also hit in
double figures with 12 and 10
respectively. James scored 21
for Carver I.. a vain effort to
slow down the inspired Warri-
ors.
The triumph pulled Washing-
ton, 12-2, within one game of
Carver which had a 12-1 rec-
ord.
From the time the Cobras
bolted from their paper shield,
designed to upset the visitors
and focus attention on how
easy it would be to rip them
up, the crowd settled back for
what was expected to be close-
ly fought match. Carver had











Complete .' Courteous-Confidential Banking Services
TR1-STATE BBaAllii of MEMPHIS
386 Beale Street Phone 527-8478
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Meet The FISHER TEAM!
J114 SLACK 101 SMITH
































You've probably seen the new John T. Fisher Motor Company facility at 1295 Union . . .now we'd like for you to meet the men who make the dealership of the future click. Thesemen are standing by to help you select a new Plymouth, Chrysler, Imperial or a Top Quali-ty Used Car, from the tremendous inventory at Fisher Motor Company. When you buyfrom one of these men you are doubly assured of satisfaction from your car because onlythese men can sell you a car, double protected, (1.) by the Chrysler Corporation 5 year or50,000 mile Power Train Warranty and 12.) by the famous, original and exclusive FisherMaintenance Policy. See the Fisher' team and get set for years of carefree driving enjoy-ment!
4b. TEAM UP WITH ...
A I
JOHN T. FISHER MOTOR CO. • 1925 UNION
victory.
When the Warriors got out
front early in the game the
outcome of the contest was
never in doubt as the Warriors
ran up an insurmountable 32
17 halftime lead. Leondist
Brown, Carver's leading scor-
er, was held by the tight Wash-
ington defense to seven points
BEAT RED DEVILS
Carver traveled to Douglass
later in the week and had some
anxious moments before hitting
some streaks, particularly in
the last five minutes, to upend
the stubborn Red Devils, 63-57.
The win gave Carver its first
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 19*
undisputed crown. Earl lien- since the first quarter, hit onderson, a thorn in Douglass'
sides most of the night, teamed
with Brown to keep Carver just
out of reach of the Red Devils
who had pulled themselves to Brown got 18. Lloyd PhillipsWithin one point, 46-47, with led Douglass with 16, followedsix minutes left to play. by Al Grafenreed's 15 and 12
Brown, who had been silenced tallied by George Willis.
- —
four outside shots to break the
back of Douglass. Henderson
finished with 2 points and
CROSSTOWN MINUTE
CAR WASH
251 N. Cleveland Three Blocks So. of Sears
CAR WASH. . . sl"
$1.00 WITH FILL UP OF PHILLIPS 66
SPRAY WAX 500 EXTRA
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
Ron Pierce Manager 216-2695
If beer, Scotch, vodka
aren't fun anymore...
Try the whisky
you can live with!
Seagram's V.0. It does for you
what no other whisky can.




MOMS WHISKS-i ILLEND Of SELECTED IMSKIES. SIX YEARS OLO. 86.8 PROOF. SEAGRAM-DISTILLERS C0,11.8.0.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-eState Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  Mother's name 
Address. 
Phone number_
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee








CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED






Store For Sale Help Wanted
GROCERY STORE WANTED
FOR SALE —BY OWNER Two teachers. iMole or Female) For
1326 Florida St. WH 2-5886 'n'uraithillerrw' kith"'
RePIY to: TeaLheis.=G S Food Store To State DefenderLarge double store—Excel- N
lent location. Good terms to am'
responsible a n d reliable
person. For appointment
call Mrs. Georgia Smith.
WU 2-5886
Help Wanted
h.MALE BELP W AN FEDAttractive, intelligent, alert; represen-tative for Chicago agency, 17 No.State St.. Suite 1320. Chicago 2.
DM MAIDS NEEIIED NOW
salaries. No waiting to startwork. No experience needed. Nicesthome.. Enjoy own room with TV.Fare advanced. Free gift on arrival.Meet your friends here. Rend name andphone number of reference Iminedi•tely.
AISLE MAIO8 AriP.Nor
len N. Main Street
Freeport. N. Y
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
! Ott TYPING. WRITS TO BOX 1541.WINSTON SALEM. N.C. ENCLOSEA AWED f3Ehl-A DDRESSEIJ EN-V ELOPE OR Ric COIN FOR REPLY.
MAIDS. GUAR. GOOD NEW YORKLIVE-IN JOSS. 535-55 Pe.R WK.
FARE ADVANCED.





bARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SOOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale








wanted to sell retail advertis
ing in the Memphis market. -
We pay 25 per, cent ar.d 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
TI1E TRI-STATE DEFENDER





readers and floormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel should ap-
ply. Mite, Personnel Dept. c-o
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.









* 3 BEDROOMS •
" DEN "
Modern. Eat in kitchen. Plus
car port. $450 down; inch:des
closing cost. Approximation,
$72 month note.
• Shown By Appointment •
Call Mrs. Barber Martenn,
3P8-6618. Mrs Leal° Hendon
(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
HOUSE FOR SALE
1957 DELMAR
Two bedrooms, living room and
dU'ing room combination.
" $250 DOWN, EH .1.
El GI.. PLUS Cl.disiNG
Mr James Jones, GL a :.273
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146
